
THURSDAY AM 

DECEMBER 4, 1969 

PSC CONCLUDES INVESTIGATION 
OF CON ED ELECTRIC SUPPLY 

New York, Dec. 3 The Public Service Commnission announced 

today the conclusion of its investigation of the pas t and future power 

supply situation in the territory served by'Consolidated Edison Company 

of New York, Inc., with .the approval of a 14,000-word opinion by 

Commissioner: John T. Ryan which after a review of the power situation 

in New York City and Westchester for 1969 and future years found ° 

1. Con Ed did not have a sufficient reserve capacity in 

1969 with a resultant requirement that it reduced voltage on several 

days, requested large power users to curtail consumption on four days 

and made similar requests to the general public on three days.  

2. The company's power deficiency situation- "on any of 

those days was not sufficiently grave to warrant fear on the par-t of 

the public that a 'blackout' was imminent. No such 'blackout' occurred," 

3. Due to its inability to complete construction of proposed 

additions to its generating facilities, Con Ed "may be unable 

(part-icu-larly in the first part of the summer of 1970) to supply all 

demands made upon it by all of its customers without again reducing 

voltage, shedding load or by the use of other means." 

4. Con Ed's Revised Ten Year Plan "would appear to be 

adequate to meet the demands of its customers for power in future 
yea-rs- -doveo6d by the plan if it is able to carry it out as.scheduled,".  
somethihg it has been prevented from doing in the past.  
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.5. Con Ed has taken the only steps presently available to 

it ' n order to meet its power supply problem in the immediate future 

by contracting for the installation of 1,800 MW of additional gas 

turbine capacity.  

However, as a means of maintaining close and continuing 

surveillance of the situation, the PSC ordered Con Ed to file with it 

verified monthly reports "showing the progress it has made in obtaining 

the requisite licenses, permits or approvals required in connection 

with its proposed program for the construction of facilities to provide 

additional generation and transmission capacity and as to the progress 

it has made in carrying out such programs." 

The opinion ties in the current PSC study with data and 

recommendations contained in the 1967 report of Governor. Nelson A.  

Rockefeller's Electric Power Committee; the enactment in 1968 by the 

legislature of legislation recommended and approved by the governor 

establishing a statewide comprehensive program aimed at marshalling 

the resources of public agencies and private utilities in large scale 

development of nuclear power and with the recent action by the governor 

in establishing a Nuclear Power Siting Committee; reviews the delays 

that have occurred in the construction of Planned Generating and 

Transmission facilities and finds: 

"The actions heretofore taken by the government of this- state, 

some of which have been reviewed herein," said Commissioner Ryan in 

his opinion, "have and will in the future prove very beneficial in 

carrying out the objectives of providihg economical; abundant and 

reliable power for use by the people of this state. The State-Power 

Program ooo should do much to aid in expediting construction projects."
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But, he warned: "If it should not prove sufficient, it may 

be found,necessary for both federal and State governments to consider 

mandating reasonable time limits to-be allowed for the consideration 

of and final resolution of all questions involved in the granting or 

denial of requisite licenses, permits or approvals for the construction 

of electric generating and transmission facilities." 

Copies of the Commission-approved opinion are being filed 

by the PSC with the Federal Power Commission, New York Mayor John V.  

Lindsay and Westchester County Executive Edwin G. Michaelian.  

In addition, the report is also being served upon "all 

departments, federal or state, having jurisdiction or control over 

the granting of the requisite licenses, permits or approvals required 

in order that the company may progress its planned construction 

program to the end that such officials may be advised of the present 

power supply situation and of the Urgent necessity for final resolution 

of applications ... associated with the company's inability in the 

past to carry out its construction program." 

Noting that "neither the company nor this Commission had 

the power either to eliminate or short-cut the construction delays' 

which have limited Con Ed's energy supply, Commissioner Ryan reviewed 

briefly the utility's plans to construct a pumped storage plant at 

Cornwall and to expand the output of its Indian Point nuclear 

generating plants.  

Concerning Cornwall, a proposed 2,000 MW generating plant 

which had been scheduled to be producing 750 MW by June 1967 and the 

balance in the summer of 1968, Commissioner Ryan said:
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"Had the company been able to complete this plant as it had 

planned, there would have been no power shortages in its territory 

either in 1969 or prospectively in 1970. Because of the delays 

encountered ... and the further delays the company now expects will 

be encountered in the future, this project is not now expected to be 

completed and its maximum capacity fully available until sometime in 

1978 or later." 

Similarly, with respect to Indian Point, the opinion observed 

that had the No. 2 unit at that plant been completed as scheduled by 

June 1, 1969 "the company would have had capacity available to have 

met all public demands for service in 1969,and very possibly in 1970 

without resorting to the relatively less satisfactory and higher cost 

gas turbine capacity it has now had to contract for to enable it to 

attempt at least to meet the demands for its product in 1970 and 

ensuing years." 

The opinion rates the existing installed generating capacity 

of Con Ed at 8,177 MW, a total which must be reduced for practical 

purposes to 6,627 to allow for deratings due to normal day-to=day 

deviations from total production, compared to an estimated peak load 

requirement on a hot, humid summer day of 7,725 MW, with some 520 MW 

being acquired by firm purchases from other utilities and additional 

supplies being obtained elsewhere, if available, to meet emergency 

requirements.  

In addition to the 1,080 MW of new production to be obtained 

from the gas turbine installations scheduled for 1970, Con Ed expects 

to obtain an additional 600 in 1971 through leased gas turbine 

generators. For the following years, it hope-s to add the following to 

its production line:



. *Yea._r Plant Additional MW 

1972 Indian Point #2 873 
1973 Indian Point #3 965 

Roseton 480* 
Bowline Point 400* 

1974 Astoria 1,200 
1976 Indian Point #4 1,115 
1977 Cornwall (partial) 1,000 
1978 Cornwall (balance) 1,000 

Total 7,638 

*Con Ed share of jointly-owned plant.  

But, said Commissioner Ryan: "To summarize the matter of 

most immediate concern is the capacity-load situation in the early 

summer of 1970 . . . . Based on 1969 experience, if the peak load 

forecast for 1970 is reached in June and the level of system deratings 

experienced in 1969 again prevails, the capacity available to meet 

forced outages would be very small or even negative." He adds:,.  

"The capacity situation later in 1970, absent delays in the 

scheduled installation of gas turbines, should be better than- 1969.  

The company has estimated an increase in peak load on the year of 375 MW 

and has 1080 MW in gas turbines planned for installation by the end of 

the summer. With the scheduled decrease in firm purchases for the year 

of 190 MW, the capacity over demand should show an improvement of 

approximately 515 MW, The company also has indicated that it will 

make every effort to purchase additional power wherever available in 

order to meet customer demands in 1970.  

The evidence in this proceeding indicates, however, that the 

summer peak period for the year 1970 will find the company with less,'.  

than a comfortable level of reserve to cover deratings and loss of 

equipment. The forced outage of major units could again caus.e an
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emergency situation, particularly if a high level of deratings occurs 

simiultaneously." 

Concerning high voltage transmission lines necessary to feed 

the production of some of the new plants into the Con Ed distribution 

system, the opinion notes that three projects are now involved. The 

most important, it observes, is.one between Branchburg, N.J. to the 

Con Ed Millwood substation via Ramapo, a.line which was to have been 

completed in May 1968 but which has been delayed due to the inability 

of a New Jersey utility to construct its portion of the line "because 

of public opposition." Although further delays in building the 

Ramapo-Millwood section are also-being encountered by Con Ed, the 

company anticipates completion sometime in 1970.  

Work is also under way on the reconstruction of the Millwood

Sprain Brook 345 VK line, with completion scheduled for a date two 

years after the conclusion of negotiations for a portion which would 

utilize part of the right-of-way of a New York City aqueduct. A third 

line, known as the Southern Tier interconnection, is sche4uled for 

completion by January 1, 1971.

-30-
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JOHN T. RYAN, Commissioner: 

1 NATURE OF PROCEEDING 

This proceeding was instituted by order of the Commission dated 

August 5, 1969, for the rurpose of inquiring into: (1) the facts and 

circumstances surrounding the recent outages-of generating capacity in the 

system of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., :(hereinafter 

referred to as the Company) and the consequent imposition by the Company 

,of voltage reduction within its distribution system- (2) the power supply 

conditions under which the Company is operating and its ability to meet 

system peAk load requirements; and (3) what additional improvements, 

pre.autions .and safeguards, if any, should be ordered-and made or taken 

in the facilities and properties used by said company in the generation, 

transmission, distribution, interchange and sale of electricity, which 

will best promote the safety and security of th& public and such utility .  

propcrties; preserve the public health and safety and protect those using 

e1. ctri city within the Company's franchised territory.  

-2-
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Five days of public hearings were held in this proceeding at' 

which 697 pages of testimony was taken and 55 exhibits were received. The:.  

hearing record was closed on October 21, 1969.

2. THE CONDITIONS WHICH PREVAILED IN THE SUMMER OF 1969 

On several occasions during the summer of 1969 the Company 

.management deemed it either advisable or necessary to-request its large 

customers and/or the general public to reduce load. Voltage reductions 

were placed in effect on several occasions. The actions taken by the 

Company on certain of these days as taken from the hearing record-are 

summarized in the following table: ; Pres 

Voltage Calls Made to Appeals Made to Conf( 

Date Reductions Placed Large Customers Conserve Electricity Cal 

1969 in effect to Reduce Loads to General Public.' Mr.  

July 18 X X X 

Aug. 4 " X X X 

Aug. 8 * X X

s-& TV 
erence 
led by 
Luce

Sept. 2 

Sept. 8

The power supply and demand situations as they existed on each 

. of the above days and the actions taken by Company's management with respect 

thereto were as follows: 

(a) July 18, 1969 

The Company appealed to its large customers to reduce 

nonessential load. Such calls began about 6:30 aim. (Tr..242-252).  

It appealed to the general public via radio and TV to do. the
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same. This appeal was given out about 7:00 a.m. and broadcast 

about 8:00 a.m. (T.r. '437). Voltage reductions were placed in 

effect.

(b) August 4,. 1969 

Chairman Luce held a conference with the news media (Tr.244,290).  

Appeals were made to large. customers by telephone at about 

9:15 a.m. (Tr. 132).  

The appeal to the general public was made by radio and .TV 

""slightly later," (Tr. 133), or about 9:30 a.m. (Tr. 437), 

effective about 10:45 a.m. (Tr. 438),.  

Notification was also given to FPC, PSC and City officials.  

Voltage reductions were placed in effect.  

(c) August 8, 1969 

No voltage reduction was placed in effect, but large 

customers were requested to conserve electricity.(Tr. 450-1).  

Such requests began about 8:15 a.m. (Tr. 452)..  

Appeals were also made to the public to conserve the use 

of electricity at about 9:30 a.m. (Tr.. 454) and were broadcast 

at about 10:00 a.m.  

(d) September 2, 1969 

Voltage- reductions were placed in effect, but no customers, 

were asked to conserve electricity (Tr. 454-5). , - .
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-(e) September 8_, 1969 

, Voltage reduction was placed in effect, and an appeal 

-to conserve the use of electricity was made to certain large 

customers. No appeal, however, was made to the general public.  

(Tr. 462-3) About 281 customers were called at noontime.  

They were later released from the request by further calls made 

at about 2:15 p.m.  

The appeals made on August 4, 1969, were obviously interpreted 

by. the press to mean that real cause existed for grave public alarm over 

the situation since two New York newspapers having large circulations in 

the Company's territory immediately thereafter printed -banner headlines as 

follows: "Con Ed Fears Blackout" and "Power Crisis Threatens City." (Tr. 290) 

Counsel for the Company at a public hearing in this proceeding 

presented a statement seeking to justify the Company's actions which had 

created wide public alarm in its territory of the possibility of a "blackout" 

or a real "power crisis" (Tr. 330-333), as follows: 

"MR. THORNTON: Various statements appeared in the press 

yesterday to the effect that Con Edison created panic unneces

sarily and threw a scare in the public on July 18th and August 4th = 

and -that it could have met its power supply problems by either 

reducing voltage or cutting off the supply of electricity in one 

or more of 17 sections of the City.  

-The position of Con Edison is that the testimony and exhibits 

in this case most emphatically do not show that Con Edison un

necessarily panicked or threw a scare into the public and most 

emphatically do not show that Con Edison appeals to its customers 

*to conserve power were unnecessary.  

:On the contrary, the evidence of record quite clearly shows 

that, on July 18th and August 4th, Con Edison officials faced a

-5-
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S
* situation wherein it was essential to the interests of all 

our consumers to request that nonessential power be con

served so far as possible.  

The evidence of record shows that, on July 18th, by 

3:00 in the morning, there were six fairly large units off 

the line, that Con Edison was facing the highest load in 

its history,.-. 7350 MW, and that it was nearly 1300 MW short 

of being able to meet that load (Tr.,120-1). -The record 

also shows that, at the time we started to alert our 

customers, these six units were still out. Indeed, even 

as late as 8 a.m. and after the appeals to customers were 

under way, and despite having picked tip some power by 

additional purchases from other utilities, we were 500 MW 

short with the load climbing rapidly towards the morning 

peak.  

Now, it has been suggested that we should have taken 

some long chances between 6 and 8 a.m. and gambled that these 

five or six units would be back in time to take care of the 

peak load with the aid of voltage reduction. We should have 

done this even though, as Mr. Griffin pointed out, we had an 

unprecedented situation to deal with. He said, you.'recall, 

he couldn't think of any time in his experience we had faced
' 

such a problem. We chose not to gamble and we think we were 

unquestionably correct in that choice.  

On August 4th, as the morning peak came on, the record 

shows that Ravenswood No. 3, 1000.MW,, was out of service, as 

were Astoria 4 and 5, totaling another 800 MW (Tr. 129-130).  

Our system capacity was reduced to 5900 MW, and the load 

predicted for 6400 MW - was coming in heavier than anticipated.  
..The record shows it would have reached 6800 MW' except for our 

-,;,,voltage reduction of 8 percent (Tr. 131-2).

.. ." When we appealed to the public for aid on August 4th we 

were in a situation which required voltage reduction, all the 

way to 8 percent as it turned out -- an unprecedented amount -

and in a situation where one more substantial outage in the 

..system would have required us to start interrupting service 
cur t me-et wid inevitab-~-le in,~cnvepnience to the~m* Moreover.

this was not a situation involving only brief outages of equip
ment. Ravenswood 3, 1000 MW, our largest unit, was down and " ._. , 

was likely to remain down for weeks to come. .  

Some may feel that interrupting service to customers is 

.." preferable to alerting our customers and requesting them all .1 i : .  
' .to'save on electricity, We disagree. So far as possible,.  
..any difficulty in power supply ought to be borne equitably 
by all customers., The very reason we went to our customers .

0
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The facts in this record clearly establish that a power shortage 

occurred in this Company's territory on five separate occasions in the summer 

.. of 1969 which resulted in the Company placing in effect voltage reductions to 

customers and the making of appeals to large customers to conserve the use.  

of electricity on four different days; in the Company making appeals to the 

public generally to conserve the use of electricity on three days-and in the 

holding by the Company's Chairman of the Board of a press and .TV conference.  

which was followed by two newspapers expressing in headline form fear of an 

imminent "blackout" or "power crisis" in' the city.  

3. THE SUMMER OF 1970 

The steps taken by the Company in an effort to obtain additional 

resources of power to meet expected demands in the summer of 1970 are 

reflected in the figures and discussion which follows.  

The record indicates the following company forecast of capacity, 

load and reserves expected in the summer of 1970: 

-F........................................

and warned them of the situation was to avoid interrupting 

customers, if possible, and, if that had to come anyway, to 

at least give them the benefit of advance notice.  

The record shows that we successfully got through the 

situations on July 18th and August 4th but only with the aid 
of voltage reduction, cooperation by our customers, and 

substantial aid from other utilities."
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TABLE 1 

LOAD-CAPACITY SITUATION (Megawatts) - SUMNER 1970

By June I 
-.Additions Net Total 

Installed Capacity 496 8673 

Firm Purchases 520 

Total Available Capacity -9193 

Estimated -Peak Load 7725 

Nominal Capacity Reserve 1468 

Nominal Capacity Reserve 

% of Peak Load 19.0

By July I , 
Add. Net Total 

148 8821 

520 

9341 

7725 

-1616

By Aug. I 

Add. Net Total 

286 9107 

520 

9627 

7725 

" ; """1902

20.9 24.6"

By Sept. 1 
Add. Net Total 

150 9257 

_520 

9777 

7725 

2052 

26.6

&
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When evaluating the adequacy of the "nominal capacity reserve" 

reflected ii the above table, account must be- taken of unavoidable long and 

short term deratings and minor forced outages which are to be anticipated.

Deratings result>from a variety of causes: fouling of boiler .  

-tubes, tube leaks, loss of-auxiliary equipment, quality of fuel anq other 

factors. The Company classifies deratings as short term, intermediate term 

and long term,. Short term deratings cover conditions which can be corrected 

during a short outage of equipment, perhaps one or two days on a weekend.  

Intermediate term deratings require longer outages to correct and can be 

eliminated if the equipment has to be shut down for some other reason..  

.-Long term deratings affect equipment until a major overhaul can be performed.  

.Major overhauls are normally scheduled outside'the peak load periods. . :,.  

In addition, allowances must be made for so-:called steam send

out dera.ting (this is more properly a load than a-derating) and for minor 

forced outages. From the record it appears that the steam derating (or 

load) may vary from zero up toz as much as 312 MW. The peak steam derating, 

does not necessarily occur at the time of the peak electric load, although 

steam peaks tend to occur on the same days as electric peaks, perhaps as.  

much as two hours earlier in the day. ..

The following table shows the effect on the "Nominal Capacity 

Reserve" estimated by the Company for 1970 of deducting deratings based 

on 1965 to 1969 Company data:

" -9-
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TABLE 2 

ESTIMATED CAPACITY AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE AGAINST 
ALL FORCED OUTAGES IN THE SUMMER OF 1970 

(ASSUMING MAXIMUM ONE DAY DERATING BASED ON 1965 - 1969)

.1. Existing Installed Capacity (MW) 

.2. New Capacity (MW) - In Service 
Gas Turbines By June 1, 1970 

By July 1, 1970 
By August 1, 1970 
By September 1, 1970 

3. Firm Purchases (MW) 
New England Electric System 
New York State Electric & Gas 
Rochester Gas & Electric 

4. Total Capacity Resources (MW) 
By June 1, 1970 
By July 1, 1970 
By August 1, 1970 
By September 1, 1970

5. Estimated Peak Load (MW) 

6.. Capacity Resources Less Estimated Peak. Load 

By June 1, 1970 

By July 1, 1970 
By August 1, 1970 

By September 1, 1970

8177

496 
644 
930 

.1080

100 
150 
270

9193 
9341 
,9627 
9777 

7725

(MW)
1468 " i'i1616 ! 

r 1902 
2052

7. Deratings - Based on 1965-1969 Data (MW) 
Long Term Derating 
Short Term Derating 
Steam Sendout Derating 

Total Deratings

8. CapAci ty Available •for-Forced Outage ( 
By June 1, 1970 
By July 1, 1970 
By August 1, 1970 
By September 1, 1970

W) 
. 4

-10- -. - ..  
-. .. -. . ... .. -.-. >. : : : - . , * , . '.

450 
900 
200 

1550

(82) 
66 

352: 
502

W.- [
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.Company has estimated an increase in peak load on the year of 375 MW. and.  

has 1080 M, in gas turbines planned for installation by the end of the' 

summer. With the scheduled decrease in firm purchases for the year of 

190 NW, the capacity over demand should show an improvement of approxi-

-mately 515 MW. The Company also has indicated that it will make every 

effort to purchase additional power wherever available in-order to meet 

customer demands in 1970. The evidence in this proceeding indicates, how- -" 

ever, that the summer peak period for the year 1970 will find the Company 

with less thanla comfortable level of reserve to cover deratings and loss" 

of equipment. The forced outage of major units could again cause an..  

emergency situation, particularly if a high level of deratings occurs 

simultaneously.  

4. CAUSES OF POWER SHORTAGES WHICH OCCURRED IN THE SUMMER OF 1969 

The .Company prepared at the request of the hearing Commissioner.  

and submitted in evidence at the hearing an exhibit showing in detail the 

construction projects its management had previously authorized; the delays 

which have occurred in their completion; the reasons for such delays, 

and the present status of each project. Because of its importance when 

considering both the present and future power situation in the territory 

of this Company, such exhibit is incorporated in full as Appendix I to 

this memorandum.  

---------------------------------- - .

-1 9-
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In evaluating the results indicated by the figures appearing on 

the foregoing table, it is to be kept in mind that the deratings used therein 

(based on 1965-1969) may in fact be less on the 1970'peak day than those used 

in the table. In 1969 on July 17 (the peak load day) deratings amounted to 

921 MW, although total deratings amounted to much more on other days. The 

level of maintenance and the intensiveness are extremely important in influencing 

deratings. The 1.969 deratings were abnormal compared with prior year 

experience.  

To summarize. the matter of most immediate concern is the capacity

load situation expected in the early summer of 1970. The additional gas 

turbine capacity, which has been contracted for, is now scheduled to come on 

the line at various dates in the summer of 1970 and probably will not be fully 

available until September. -Total capacity is now expected to exceed the 

projected peak load by about 1468 MW on June 1, 1970. However, this does not 

take into account any system deratings or possible forced outages. Based on 

1969 experience, if the peak load forecast for 1970 is reached in June and 

the level of system deratings experienced in 1969 again prevails, the capacity 

available to meet forced outages would be very small or even negative. The 

Company has taken the only steps presently available to it, viz by contracting 

for additional gas turbine capacity to increase capacity in 1970; however, it 

is-probable that the simultaneous loss of the three largest units,. as occurred

in 1969, would again cause a very difficult situation regardless of the level 

of system deratings.  

The capacity situation, later in 1970, absent delays in the .  

scheduled installation 9f gas turbines:, should be better than 1969. The

-11-
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The most striking example of delay shown in the exhibit is the 

11",ornwall Pumped Storage Plant." This project was authorized by the Com

pany's Board of Trustees in 1962 and 1963. Seven hundred fifty MW of its 

total 2000 MW proposed capacity was scheduled to go into service in June 

of 1967, and the balance of 1250 MW capacity by the summer of 1968. Had 

the Company been able to complete this plant as it planned, there would 

have been no power shortage in its territory either in 1969 or prospectively 

in 1970. Because of the delays encountered which have been documented in 

the attached exhibit and the further delays the Company now expects will be 

encountered in the future, this project is not now expected to be completed 

and its proposed maximum capacity fully available until sometime in 1978 

or later.  

The construction of Indian Point Unit No. 2 was authorized by the 

Company's Board of Trustees on November 23, 1965, to have a capacity of 1033 MW.  

Its construction was contracted for on June 15, 1966. It was scheduled by 

contract to be completed and Lavailable for service by June 1, 1969. Here again, 

if this. schedule could have been met, the Company would have had capacity 

available to have met all public demands for service in 1969 and very possibly 

in 1970 without resorting to the relatively less satisfactory and higher cost.  

gas turbine capacity it has now had to contract for to enable it to attempt 

at least to meet the demands for its product in 1970 and ensuing years.  

The details with reference to other delays which the Company has 

incurred in its efforts to complete the construction of generating and trans

mission facilities, as well as delays encountered by certain other New York 

State electric utilities from which the Company had intended purchasing

S-13-
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power, are likewise detailed in the exhibit (Appendix I) attached to this 

memorandum.  

It is apparent from the facts established in this proceeding 

that neither the Company nor this Commission had the power either to 

eliminate or short-cut the construction delays which have been described 

herein and which have contributed so greatly to the power supply problem 

which existed in 1969 or which may be encountered in 1970.  

5. THE COMPANY'S "REVISED TEN YEAR PLAN'.  

By letter dated August 12, 1969. the Company's Chairman of the 

Board, Mr. Luce, forwarded to Chairman Lundy of this Commission.a copy of 

the Company's "Revised Ten-Year Program to Meet Growing Energy Needs and 

Reduce Air Pollution 1969-79." The same plan was presented to the Governor 

of the State, the Mayor of the City of New York, the County Executive of 

Westchester County and the Federal Power Commission. Since the plan was 

offered in evidence in the present proceeding, it will be reviewed herein.  

In making any meaningful review of such program, it is believed appropriate 

to make references to some parts of the power program of the government of 

the State of New York as expressed by actions heretofore taken by the
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Governor and legislature of this state. Our analysis of this plan will 

deal with six important areas: 

(a) the accuracy of Company load forecasting, 

(b) existing generation and available capacity, 

(c) capacity purchases, 

(d) projected new capacity, 

(e) required transmission facilities, and 

(f) the State Power Program.  

A. Load Forecasting 

In 1959 the Company became a summer-peak company. Estimation of 

future peak loads made since that time has been rather accurate, so much 

so that there has been little or no problem with unexpectedly high loads.  

It is true that there has been a very heavy growth in air conditioners.  

This has caused localized difficulties on the distribution system, not 

on the overall load-supply balance.  

For example, in 1962 a forecast was made by the Company of the 

summer peak loads for the years 1962 through 1969. The figure for 1969 

was given as 7150 iW. In 1968 the figure for 1969 was revised upward 

to 735.0 IV. The actual peak load experienced in 1969 was 7266 NW, so 

the 1962 forecast came within 116 MW, a difference of about 1.6%.*

*Five percent voltage reduction on that day (July 17) caused.the 

peak to be slightly lower than it might have been.
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1. Factors Affecting Peak Loads 

In load forecasting the Company has the advantage of a.  

concentrated service area, densely populated with comparatively 

mature and stable economic conditions. Probably the most important 

unknown is the weather, which. has a large effect upon air conditioning

loads. Variations from this cause may be considerably greater day

to-day and week-to-week than the variation in peak load from-.year-to- .  

year.  

The Company has found that the following six variables 

have a significant influence upon the level of peak load: 

d Temperature at peak time.  

Maximum temperature for 2 days preceding.  

Sunlight intensity at peak time.

Sunlight intensity for, several hours before peak.  

Time of year.  

Time of day. 

- Temperature is taken as the average of ,iet and dry bulb 

temperatures.  

There are, of course, other factors, including construction 

activity, city planning, and changes in general economic conditions.  

Certain one-time major occurrences must be taken into account, such as 

the decision to build the World Trade Center or the advent of room 

air conditioners that are low in price, easy to purchase and simple. to 

install. The general national trend toward more and more use 
of 
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Year 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

tals 

verages 

*Es t.

a

service per consumer must also be considered, but this growth is 

moderate in this Company's service area.  

2. Load Forecasting Process 

The Company makes forecasts for several periods, six years, 

ten years and twenty years. Each of these is reviewed and up-dated 

at least annually. The estimated peak load is made up of components, 

such as base load and temperature-sensitive load. To their sum is 

added any known additional large load such as the 100 MW forecast for 

the World Trade Center.  

The result of this process in recent years has produced a 

linear type of growth prediction differing' in nature from the compound-, 

rate curves found in other electric utilities.  

The following table gives statistics at the time of the 

one-hour maximum load for the summers of 1960 through 1969: 

Hour Peak Day Max. Av. Wet-Dry Temp.  
MW Ending Date Av. Wet-Dry Temp. 1st Preced. Day 2nd.  

4245 4:30 P 9-9 86.0 82.0 78.0 
4352 4:00 P 8-30 83.0 83.0 81.5 
4744 4:00 P 9-13 81.5 .85.0 83.0 
4852 5:00 P 6-19 84.0 83.5 79.5 
5105 4:00 P 7-29 83.0 84.5 86.0 
5505 5:00 P 7-1 84.5. 85.5 77.5 
5710 4:00 P 6-23 82.0 81.0 79.5 
6154 4:00 P 7-13 86.0. 85.0 81.0 
6147 4:00 P 7-24 83.0 80.0 75.5 
6960 4:00 P 7-17 87.0 85.0 80.0 " 
7266* 5:00 P 7-17 87.5 83.0 80.5 
(7433) 

- - - 927.5 " 917.5 882.0 

. .
.84.3 83.4 -80.2 

7433 without voltage reduction. . "
L ,.
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In the above table it can be seen that the increase from 

1959 to 1960 was comparatively low, 107 MW. Similarly the change 

from 1966 to 1967 was actually a decrease, influenced apparently by 

the three very low temperatures in 1967. It will be'noted that the 

three temperatures for 1967 were markedly lower than for 1966, and 

in fact well below the li-year average, 

The peak load for 1969 occurred when temperatures of the 

preceding two days were about average but temperature of the day 

itself was above average. The peak load increase from 1968 to 1969 

might have been expected to be greater than it was, a normal 306 MW.  

However, it should be noted that there was a voltage reduction 7at the 

time of the 1969 peak, and the peak would have been somewhat higher 

without such reduction.  

3. Curve of Forecast Loads 

Computations based on actual peak loads for the summers of 

1959 through 1969 yield a straight line of best-fit. As shown on the 

attached graph, Appendix B, the straight line fits well, with a 

maximum depar-ture of .about 336 MW and an average error of about 2.3 MW.  

This is without taking into account the three temperatures and other 

* variables such as amount of sunlight, indicating that while these 

variables have a definite influence, such influence tends to an 

average that is nearly zero over a period of years. The equation 

used for the graph indicates that the Company's, peak load will 

increase at a straight line rate of about 307 MW per year, although 

.... an-eadjustment .should be made-for- anyyear inwhich.alarge-additional
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lqad is expected, such as the World Trade Center. The 'difference of 

some 600-odd megawatts shown between the curve and 'the Company's 
[ 

prediction for 1979 is apparently due to such adjustments.  

As shown in Appendix C, it is possible to apply more 

complex curves to the recorded peak-load data and obtain what is 

apparently a better fit.. Using the formula shown in Appendix D the 

average error is less than one megawatt, and the maximum error is 

331 MW. Use of this curve indicates that the peak load for 1979 

would be about 11,464 MW contrasted with the Company's estimate of 

10,850. This difference of 614 MW is substantial, of course, and 

might seem to support those critics who think the Company should be 

using some kind of compound-rate curve for growth instead of a 

* straight line. However, this 614 MW is only about 5.6% above the 

- Company's estimate, and when it is recalled that the forecast is 

reviewed at least once a year it appears that the straight-line 

method should give reasonable results...  

Appendix C shows the curve representing the equation shown 

in Appendix D for the years 1959..through 1979. Because this may give 

higher peakloads, thus adding a factor of safety, it is used-in this 

review to estimate the Company's future loads.  

The Company has had good success in the past in predicting 

its peak loads within a reasonable margin of error. There have been 

difficulties of supply, but not because of underestimation of load.  

The utility is predicting a peak-load of about 10,850 MW for the

* £2
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summer of 1979, which figure will be reviewed at least once a year 

to include the effect of known changes. Our review indicates that 

the predictions of the Company are reasonably accurate at this times 

although to be conservative, we are using the higher figure of 

11,464 derived from the formula in Appendix D.  

B. Existing Generation 

The Company's existing generation is listed in Appendix E by 

generating station. This table shows the capacity which was available for 

the summer of 1969. All of these-units are believed to-be serviceable, 

although many are quite old. None are scheduled for retirement until the 

Hell Gate units are taken out, possibly in 1973.  

Deratings 

One of the more important areas developed during the hearings in 

this proceeding was the effect and 
extent of system deratings which are 

a 

part of normal operation. The capability listed on Appendix E of 8177 MW 

is a net figure. The actual capability on any given day will be less 

because of various conditions affecting the Company's generating units and 

associated facilities.  

Appendices F and G show long and short term deratings for the 

years 1965 through 1969. Intermediate term deratings are not shown separately 

since the Company did not start using this term of classification until the 

summer of 1969. The short term deratings experienced in 1969 were sub

stantially higher than prior years with the exception of 1966. The 1966 

figures were somewhat distorted by the inclusion of 500 MW for the loss of

-20-
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half of the capacity of Ravenswood #3. This loss could have been considered 

a forced outage and not included in short term statistics.  

The long and short term deratings have been added for the five

year period to produce Appendix H. There was no testimony to explain why 

deratings were high in 1969. There was mention in the record of the strike 

-of Company employees in December of 1968 which interrupted the overhaul 

program. The strike may well have interfered with the overhaul and main

tenance program and resulted in a lesser amount of work being done.  

In addition to equipment deratings, the Company adds what is 

called a'steam sendout derating. This represents steam provided by the 

electric department to the steam department and therefore not available 

for generation. The value of the derating varied during the sumer of 1969 

from zero to over 300 MW.  

C. Capacity Purchases 

The planned firm purchases by the Company for the years 1970-1972 

are shown on Appendix I. The values shown thereon represent the most recent 

information available.  

During th-is proceedTng there was testimony to the effect ;that -no 

purchases were listed beyond 1972 because the Company does not negotiate for 

firm capacity that far in advance. This is understandable in view of the 

uncertainties of load and construction prjograms several years in advance.  

In 1970, total purchases of firm capacity will be 520 MW. This 

repr"&senfs l00-MW of cap-city from Brayton Point Unit No. 3, 150 MW from 
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New York State Electric & Gas Corp. and 270 MW from the Rochester Gas & 

Electric Ginna Station Unit No. 1. It should be noted that two of the 

.-purchases are tied to individual generating units, and if the particular 

unit is not available, the allotted capacity will not be available.  

"Firm purchases" must be understood in the context that if the 

generation is needed by the selling utility, the capacity will not be 

available. A company representative testified in this proceeding that 

contracts for firm capacity had provisions for withdrawal of capacity if 

needed by the seller.  

Scheduled purchased capacity in 1971 consists of two items: 

150 MW from New York State Electric & Gas and 270 MW from Rochester.  

The Rochester capacity is subject to the condition described above. In 

1972. the only firm capacity the Company now plans to purchase is 400 MW 

from the New England and Ontario Systems. We understand that these 

purchases are under discussion and certainly cannot be consideredifirm 

at this time. There are no purchases listed beyond 1972.  

D. Projected New Capacity 

Table 2 of Appendix A outlines the Company's program of 

electric capacity additions for the years 1970 through 1978. Apart 

-from gas turbines, the Company presently has scheduled eight new projects 

of which two are joint ventures. A list of the projects follows.. It will 

be noted that service dates differ from the'information submitted by 

Mr. Luce in Table 2 because of developments since the program was drawn 

up in July of 1969.
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Year New aparity (MW) / 

1971 Gas Turbine (leased) 600 

1972 Indian Point #2 873* 

1973 Indian Point #3 965* 

Roseton 480** 

Bowline Point 4001H,; 

1974 Astoria 1200 

1976 Indian Point #4 1115 

1977 Cornwall (partial) 1000 

1978 Cornwall 1000 

In addition to the above installations, the Company is placing 

1080 114 of gas turbine capacity in units of various sizes at differ ent 

locations on its system. This capacity is scheduled for completion by 

the end of the summer of 1970. At the present time 496 MW is expected 

to be ready at the start of the summer load period. Table 2 lists 900 MW, 

but the scope of the program has been enlarged.  

The service date for Unit #2 at Indian Point is shown by Mr. Luce 

as 1971. It now appears probable that this unit will not be in commercial 

operation until 1972, and the Company now-proposes to purchase 600 MW of gas 

turbine capacity for operation in 1971. The 600 MW is to be divided into 

two 300MW segments and barge mounted. There is reason to believe that, 

--.barring .a supplier' s strike or unforeseen difficulties, the Company will * 

meet its construction schedule for the gas turbine capacity.  

E. High Voltage Transmission Facilities 

There are three major high voltage transmission projects 

associated with the provision of new generation described above.  

The first and perhaps the most important transmission facility 

is the PJM interconnection from Branchburg, New Jersey to Ramapo, New York 

*Initial rating 

-**Joint Venture (Company share) 
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and from Ramapo to the Millwood substation of Company. The original 

-scheduled.service date for this line was May 1968. The delay in constructing _ 

the line has been largely due to the inability of Public Service Electric 

and Gas Corporation to construct its portion of the line because of public 

opposition. Delays are being encountered on the Ramapo-Millwood section 

and the matter is being considered by the Hudson River Valley Commission.  

The Company could not give a firm date for completion but expects that 

the line will be in service by the end of 1970." 

The Company is rebuilding the Millwood to Sprain Brook trans

mission line for 345 KV. Work is presently under way on a portion of the .' 

line. A second portion uses a right-of-way on a New York City aqueduct.  

The testimony indicates that negotiations regarding rental are being 

. progressed. Construction of this portion is scheduled to be completed 
a proximately two years after the completio of negotiations.  

The third major transmission line is what is knowri as the 

* Southern Tier interconnection. The line is scheduled for service by' 

January. , 1971, and the Company expects that this service date will be 

met.

A table outlining the capacity-load-re servesituation as 

presently forecast for the ten-year period has been prepared and included 

as Appendix J. This table uses. a slightly different load forecast than 

the one submitted by the Company. The planned capacity additions sub

mitted by Mr. Luce have been modified'by the more recent information 

available. This load capacity relation is shown graphically for the 

years. 1970-1978 in Appendix K.
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F. The :State Power Program 

"Throughout his administration, the Governor of this state has 

insisted upon and taken various actions necessary to achieve theobjectives 

of providing economical, abundant and reliable electric power for use by 

the people of this state. Examples of some of the many steps taken to.  

carry out such objectives may be cited in his appointment of the Governor's 

Committee on Power Resources which reported on the situation in 1959. The 

committee, known as the "Governor's Electric Power Committee," headed by 

Richard G. Folsom as Chairman, reported upon the power situation in the 

state on December 15, 1967. The report of this latter committee states.  

that it was directed by the Governor to: 

"a. define the future power requirements of the State of 
New York, 

b. recommend the objectives to be- established to achieve 
the lowest practicable costs of electric, power within 
the State, 

C. recommend organizational and financial mechanisms that 
can be utilized in meeting the above objections,....  

The Committee reached the following -conclusions and recommendat ins 

as to how best to carry out the stated objectives: 

"-Conclusions: 

1. The present and -projected plans and resources of the electric 
power industry appear adequate to meet the anticipated growth.  
requirements of the State through 1990, subject to the 
considerations set forth herein.  

2. Present technology, experience, and planning, plus foreseeable 
technologic development into the future will provide the base 

.for the expansion and strengthening.of the electric generating 
capacity of the State's utilities and of the high voltage 
interconnections that will be needed to assure economic pool- _ 
ing of the added generation capability required. Reliability, 
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efficiency, economy, and adequacy of supply, along with the 
public need for the preservation-and enhancement of a safe 
and congenial environment, are the prime criteria.  

3. Most of the new generation capacity is expected to be in the 
form of very large machines to take advantage of lower per

unit capital costs and lower operating-costs associated with 
size. Such units will be used as base-load generation with 
high availability which in turn calls for the addition of 
associated peaking capability. Pumped storage hydro plants 
are ideally suited to this application, and are required not 
only now but increasingly into the future.  

4. Most of the new generating capacity is expected to bp in the 
form of nuclear generation, which not only can aid materially: 
in reducing air pollution, but which also now indicates 
generation costs lower than those for fossil fuel generation 
in high-cost fuel areas such as New York State. Present 
experience and on-going research and development give promise 
to further improvements in the future, with the opportunity to 
reduce further New York State's thermal power generating costs.  
One confirmation of this is the power industry's planning that 
over 70% of the new prime generation scheduled for installation 
by 1973 in New York State will be.nuclear. It must be stressed, 
however, that more development such as is now being conducted 
by Empire State Atomic Development Associates and other.  
organizations, more definitiveness about the future costs of 
nuclear fuel (until now owned by the U.S. Atomic Energy Com
mission).and much more extensive introduction of new, lower
cost generation must take place before there is any noticeable 
effect upon the cost to the average consumer. A concommitant 
requirement of such expanded nuclear generation will be the 
availability of sites suitable in characteristics, number, and 
location.  

-5. The Power Authority of the State of New York's development and 
operation of New York State hydro-electric resources on the 
St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers have made available economical-
tax-exempt electric power to industrial, municipal and rural 
cooperative customers, and through the investor-owned utilities 
to rural an'd domestic consumers served by them in upstate 
New York. The Committee has received data demonstrating that 
there 'is a currently unsatisfied requirement for approximately 
600 megawatts of economical expansion power for high load-factor 
industrial consumers (defined as those for whom cost of electric 
power is approximately 10 percent or more of total product value) 
now served by the Authority. It has also been demonstrated that 
the Authority's present generating facilities are insufficient 
to provide the-supplemental base load energy to take full 
advantage of the maximum capacity of its installations. It is in
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.-the public interest to provide for the maximum utilization 
of the Authority's existing hydroelectric facilities, to 

*'. .provide for the growth of the consumers the Authority has 
: been authorized to serve and to meet the needs of such 

specialized industries as the electro-chemical and electro
metallurgical companies, for whom Authority low cost power 
represents a major inducement to remain or expand in the 
State of New York. To accomplish the foregoing objectives 
the Authority should be authorized to construct and operate 
for its present area of service such thermal generation as 
may be necessary for such purposes. Cost requirements 

indicate nuclear generation in this instance. Any.power 
. •and energy derived from such new capacity installed by the 

Authority which is in excess of the requirements of the 
* .Authority to supply its own customers should be made 

available to other electric systems without discrimination 
for resale by them under their respective tariffs.  

6. The New York State Atomic and Space Development Authority's 
cooperative activities with private enterprise have developed, 

* within the State the Nation's first nuclear reprocessing 
industry, with facilities now constructed and operating on 
an Authority site. It is in the public interest that the..  
Authority continue and extend its cooperative.development 
and service activities with the electric power industry'of 
the State and with other State agencies by participating in 
those areas which, with regard to nuclear power plants and 
associated facilities involve development, health, safety, 
recreation, fueling, siting, conservation of natural 
resources and aesthetics. 

Recommendations: 

The recommended optimum methods of-providing for State needs and 
of financing the same are as follows: 

A. By primary reliance upon private initiative and enterprise 
. with principal dependence upon the investor-owned utilities..  

* B. By promoting full cooperation between the private and publ:"" 
''entities, including the Power Authority of the State of New 
: York, municipals and cooperatives, engaged in.electric power..  
systems operations, and developmental and service activities 
'associated therewith. , 

C . By seeking to obtain maximum benefit from the State's hydro
electric resources and by relying upon nuclear :energy as the ',:::. : 
most promising source of future economic power. .  

'D. By expediting and fully implementing the plans of the investor
owned utilities to construct large scale nuclear generating 
plants...
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E. By authorizing the Power Authority of the State of New York, 
alone or in cooperation with the investor-owned utilities, to 
construct and operate hydro-electric pumped storage! facilities 
throughout its area of service.  

F. By-authorizing the Power Authority alone, or in cooperation 
" with the investor-owned utilities and/or the New York State 
*.Atomic and Space Development Authority, where consistent 

with its authority as set forth in H below, to construct and 
. operate the base-load supplemental thermal generating facilities.  

necessary to effectuate the purposes set forth in Conclusion #5 
above. It will be desirable that.the Power Authority exchange 
comparable cost, performance, and operating data, reflecting 
the Authority's tax-free status, from this new capability within 
the New York Power Pool to assist in accumulating thermal 
generation experience.  

G. By authorizing the Power Authority to enter into contractual 
arrangements with the investor-owned utilities and .the Atomic.  
and Space Development Authority for participation in the con
struction of experimental or advanced design nuclear power 
generating facilities.  

H. By increasing or removing the debt limit of the New York State 
Atomic and Space Development Authority and by expressly 

. -authorizing the Authority to: 

a. Designate, acquire, prepare and make available sites for 
" nuclear power facilities pursuant to agreement with the 

investor-owned utilities and/or the Power Authority, 
where consistent with its authority as set forth in F 
above. Such activities should be conducted in cooperation 
with agencies of the State with -responsibilities for 
health, safety, conservation of natural resources and 
economic development.  

* b. Contract with the investor-owned utilities and/or the 
, Power Authority, where consistent with its authority 

-as set forth in F above, to participate in the incorpo
ration of features in nuclear power plants and construct 
associated facilities to the extent required by the 
public interest in development, desalination, health, 
safety, recreation, conservation of natural resources and 
aesthetics.  

c. Contract with the investor-owned utilities, or with such 
. utilities and the Power Authority, for participation in 

construction, fueling and operation of reactor facilities 
involving advanced design concepts of types having.sub
stantial prospects of reducing power production costs 
such as a breeder reactor.  
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d. Contract with the investor-owned utilities and/or the 
Power Authority, where consistent with its authorityas 
set forth in F above, in connection with fueling of 
nuclear facilities.  

I. The Committee recommends that further study be undertaken to 
-examine the means whereby New York State's smaller power 
entities, including municipals and cooperatives, may as an 

* extension of past and current cooperation within the industry 
share in the future benefits of nuclear power developments." 

The receipt of this Committee's report on December 15, 1.967, was 

followed in the 1968 legislative session by the passage in the Legislature 

of the 1968 power program (chapter 294 of the Laws of 1968).  

In his filed memorandum approving such legislation, the Governor 

stated: 

"'The bill represents the keystone of the Nation's first statewide, 
comprehensive program to marshal the resources of the public and private 
sector in the large-scale development of nuclear power, providing -a 
framework to meet future power needs'of the State of New York. The bill 
will also: 

-- stimulate the State's economy by promoting industrial growth and 
development; 

-- promote the provision of low cost power for both the home consumer 
_-_and industry; and 

-- provide for coordinated efforts to foster development that will 

enhance, rather than pollute, the natural environment of the State.  

The *program implements the recommendations of,-the Governor's 
Electric Power Committee set forth in its report of December 15, 1967.  

The bill, which has been developed jointly with the Power Authority 
of the State of New York, the Atomic and Space Development Authority and 
the private electric utility companies,'authorized the Power.Authority 
to build base load nuclear generating facilities and hydroelectric pumped 
'storage facilities and to contract with private Utilitiesto meet the 
immediate needs of high-load factor industries.  

* Under the program, the Power Authority, with the cooperation of 
private utilities, can provide up to 600,000 kw of low cost power to
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meet the immediate unsatisfied needs of high-load factor industry and 
to attract new high-load industry to New York. Through the new base 
load'nuclear power and pumped storage facilities authorized by the hill, 
the Power Authority will be assured the needed capacity to meet long
range needs of such industry as well as the needs of the Authority's 
other customers.  

In addition, the bill will enable the State to carry out its 
responsibility to assure fulfillment of the special health, safety, 

. and conservation considerations associated with the development of 
nuclear power generation by authorizing the Atomic and Space Develop
men t Authority to participate in the development of those related 
aspects that specifically affect the-public interest. The bill pro-' 
vides a mechanism whereby the Atomic and Space Development Authority 
.will be able to participate in the provision of these special features,.  
thereby lowering the private utility's capital investment onwhich 
rates are based." 

The object, purposes and expected impact of the above legislation 

-on the power situation in this state are-more fully described in the Special 

Message the-Governor presented to the Legislature on May 6, 1968, which stated 

as follows : 

"TO THE LEGISLATURE: 

The Power Authority of the State of New York, the New York Atomic 
and Space Development Authority, and. the major electric'utility companies 
in New York State join me in presenting and recommending to your Honorable
Bodies a program designed to meet the immediate and future electric power' 
needs of the State.  

The program implements recommendations made by my Electric Power 
Committee in its report of December 15, 1967. In its report, this 
distinguished committee recommended marshalling the resources of the 
State and the electtic utilities in a cooperative effort to meet the 
State's future power needs at the lowest practicable cost. In addition, 
to meeting those objectives, the program presented today would provide 
for up to 600,000 kilowatts of low-cost power to meet the immediate 
needs of high load factor industry and to attract new high load factor 
-industry to New York State.  

To meet the State's power needs, the program would rely upon 
-nuclear energy as the most promising source of future economic power, 
maximum utilization of hydroelectric resources,- and. full implementation 
of plans of the private electric utilities for new generating facilities.  
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-* .-: I am submitting to your Honorable Bodies with-this messagethe .."legislation necessary to implement this joint public-private program.  
The legislation would authorize. the Power Authority to: 

-. Build base load nuclear generating facilities throughout 
its area of service; 

-- Construct hydroelectric pumped storage facilities through
out its area of service; 

-- Participate with-the electric utilities and the Atomic and 
Space Development Authority in the construction and experi
mental or advanced design nuclear power generating facilities.

The legislation would also broaden the powers of the Atomic and 
Space Development Authority by authorizing it to: 

-- Designate, acquire, prepare and make available to the .Powe 
Authority or to electric utilities sites for nuclear 

- .facilities; 

.- Participate in the incorporation of features in elect rc 
' ".'utilities' nuclear power plants required by the public 

'interest but not necessarily directly involved in the 
- generation of power such as those relating to health, 

safety, aesthetics, and conservation of natural resources;

r

-- Participate in the construction, fueling and operation.of 
advanced design facilities, such as a breeder reactor', with 
the Power Authority and the electric utilities;' 

-- Contract with the electric utilities or with the Power 
Authority in connection with fueling of. nuclear- facilities.  

.The bill would remove the $30 million debt limit of the Atomic 
and-Space Development Authority. (The Power Authority has no..debt 
limit.) 

As part of the program, the Power Authority and the private 
utilities will cooperate and contract to provide for immediate 
additional low cost power to help retain, attract and expand high 
load factor industry pending completion of new generating capacity 
by the Power Authority.  

The program would thus assure the development of the electric 
power generating capacity necessary for the continued economic growth 
of the State, compatible with the public need for clean.air, pure 
water and a safe, congenial environment in which to live, and work.
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"New York's Growing Electric Power Requirements Must Be Met 

* The Governor's Electric Power Committee has. forecast an increase 
in power requirements from 13,000,000 kilowatts in 1965 to 22;,000,000 
kilowatts in 1975 (70% increase) and to 48,000,000 kilowatts in 1990 
(270% increase)., 

In one major industrial category alone -- the electro-chemical 
and electro-metallurgical industries -- the Power Authority cannot 
now supply present needs for about 600,000 kilowatts of low. cost.  
power. The huge amount of- electricity used by these firms makes 
the cost of such power a highly significant competitive factor. The.  
Authority's capacity to meet the power needs 'of these .industrial 

-! customers represents a major inducement to the industry to-remain 
or expand in New York State.  

Vital Expansion Programs Are Now Advancing 

New York's major power companies now have firm plans to add 
7,440,000 kilowatts of generating capacity through 1973 -- over 
70% of which will be nuclear.  

As the electric systems in New York State operate as a part 
. of a vastly larger network consisting of most of the systems in the 

United States and Canada, the new generating capacity will be 
accompanied by an extensive transmission line -expansion program 

: . which will in turn further strengthen intra-state and interstate 
power connections, thereby adding to" the. reliability of power in , 
New York State.  

Much of New York's Future Power Will Be From Nuclear-Fueled Units 

% . The Power Authority's tremendous St. Lawrence and Niagara 
...projects, and the several smaller hydroelectric plants operated.' '. 

.  

by electric utilities represent about one-fifth of all electric 
resources in the State.  

Until recently, the remainder of the State's power has been 
-produced through the use of coal, oil and natural gas, imported from 
outside the State. The high transportation cost of importingthese i

* fossil fuels materially adds to the cost of power within the State;' 
. their use also contributes to air pollution. Z 

-. The -advent of economically competitive atomic power now pro
.vides an opportunity for New York, within the foreseeable future, 
to reduce its thermal power generating costs, while minimizing air 

.pollution.  
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The Atomic and Space Development Authority Can Assist In 
Achieving Maximum Development of Nuclear Generating Capacity 

Under this program, the Atomic and Space Development Authority, 
in cooperation with the power companies, can increase basic research 
and development and provide a service to the electric utilities as 
well as to all New Yorkers.  

While the long-run potential for economic power from nuclear 
generation is far ahead of that of power generated from conventional 

. fuels, the added initial investment due to the high cost of nuclear 
fuels, public demand for the incorporation of special features in..  
nuclear generating plants and the difficulties in obtaining suitable 
sites for them could represent a substantial increase in the rate 
base -- the investment on which the cost of the'electricity to the 
consumer is computed -- resulting in higher costs for nuclear 

- generated power than might be possible with the new arrangements 
made possible under this program.  

In a third party role, the Authority would be in a far better 

* position than would the industry to reconcile the many important.  
:interests that must be considered in the selection of a. site for a 
.nuclear facility.  

The Authority could participate in the cost of special features 
in a nuclear power plant to the extent required by the public interest 
in such areas as health, safety, recreation, and conservation of.  
natural resources., features that might not be required solely for the 
efficient operation of a power facility. -

Electric utilities or the Power Authority could lease the 
nuclear fuel for a power plant from an "inventory" of fuel owned by 
or available to the Atomic and Space Development-Authority. In the 

- past, all fuel has been owned by the Atomic Energy Commission and 
leased to the users, but the Commission is now phasing out this 

- operation. In the case of electric utilities, continued public 
ownership could materially reduce the fuel-related rate base, and 

-- thereby help keep down power costs to the consumer.  

These activities of the Atomic and Space Development Authority 
would be facilitated by the removal of its debt limit, as proposed 

in the legislation. The Authority would be able to issue bonds 
only for self-supporting projects and the removal of a limitation 
-on the amount of bonds that could be sold conforms to common 

' practice with regard to other public authorities.' 

Removal of the Authority's debt limit and its coincident 

ability to own fuel will greatly enhance the development of nuclear 

support industries in the State, such as the reprocessing industry 
-already established through private-State cooperation in Cattaraugus 

-,County.* . ** 
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.:Immediate and Long-Range Needs of .  

Power Authority Customers Will Be Met 

The Power Authority serves high load factor industry, 
municipals and cooperatives, and, to some extent, private power 

S. companies.  

. Under this program the Authority can meet the currently 
unsatisfied needs of high load factor industry with the cooperation.  
of private power companies and, through new base load nuclear power.  
facilities and pumped storage facilities throughout its area of 
service, assure the capacity to meet long-range needs of such 
-industry.  

To the extent that this power demand remains unsatisfied, 
New York's economy cannot realize the benefits of the jobs, capital.  
investment, and continuing payroll and operating expenditures that 

such power can help attract and retain.  

• The immediate needs of high load factor industry would be pro
- vided for under this program. The electric utility companies -have 
* agreed to supply the Power Authority with sufficient energy to allow 

it to sell an additional 200,000 kilowatts of- firm power from. its 
existing hydroelectric projects at the Authority's applicable rates.  

These projects have a capacity to produce more electric energy 

* than can be produced by water normally available on an around-the
..clock, year-round basis. By providing.energy to supply customers 

during hours when there is insufficient water to turn the generators 
at their full capacity, -the utility companies will be making possible 
sale by the Power Authority of an additional 200,000 kilowatts on an 

..around-the-clock, year-round basis.

•--.In addition to this 200,000 kilowatts on an immediate, basis 

for high load factor customers, the Power Authority, with the 

cooperation of the electric utilities, can make available up to 
400,,000 additional kilowatts of low cost power, as needed, to .  

meet further industrial needs prior to completion of the Authority's . .  

-new nuclear generating capacity. . " : 

. .  The availability of this 400,000 kilowatts is related to the"* '. .  
construction of hydroelectric pumped storage facilities by the 

Power Authority. The energy required to pump water into the storage 
facility will ultimately come from the Authority's base load nuclear 

facilities, but during the three-year interim between completion of 
a pumped storage facility (target date 1972) and completion of a 
base load nuclear facility (target date 1975), the private utilities 

will supply the energy needed to operate the pumped storage facility.
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Through this cooperative arrangement, up to 400,000 kilowatts 
* beyond the 200,000 kilowatts to be made immediately available can 

be sold as needed at Authority applicable rates for new high load 
* factor industrial expansion.  

The needs of the Power Authority's municipal and cooperative 
customers are now being fully met. In fact, the Power Authority 

* has allocated to such customers far more power than they are 
* presently using. Under the expanded role of the Power Authority, 

..as described in this program, municipal and cooperative customers 
will always have available to them all the power they may require.  

Any power generated by the Power Authority's new pumped 
storage or nuclear facilities in excess of the needs of its 
customers would be available to other electric systems in New 
York S-tate without discrimination for resale by them under their 
respective tariffs.  

The program I have outlined represents a balanced approach 
to meeting the State's immediate and long-range electric power 
needs through a cooperative effort involving both the public and 
private sectors. I urge your Honorable Bodies to take early and' 
favorable action on the legislation I am submitting to you.  

(Signed) Nelson A. Rockefeller"

On October 11', 1969, the Governor issued a release which

stated:

"Governor Rockefeller today announced formation of a Nuclear 
Power Siting Committee to advise the State Atomic and Space 
Development Authority on selection of sites for future use in 
nuclear electric power generation.  

Chairman of the new committee will be Dr. W. Mason Lawrence, 
. * deputy commissioner of the State Conservation Department.  

.. 'Our goal,' the Governor said, 'is to obtain enough Sites 
to meet our expanding power needs, while satisfying the many 
environmental considerations involved.'

Under the State Power Program adopted in 1968, the Atomic 
and Space Development Authority is authorized to select and 
acquire sites for nuclear electric power generation and make 
them available, as needed, to electric power generating , 
organizations through leases or other contractual arrangements.
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The program-calls for the Authority's nuclear power plant 
site selection activities to be carried out in cooperation with 
State' agencies responsible for conservation, health, and economic.  

development, as well as the State's electric utility industry., 

In making today's announcement, the Governor said: 

'This new committee provides a rapid, cooperative and 

effective mechanism through which the objectives and intent of 
'the 1968 State Power Program can be carried out to determine the '... " 
site selection of future nuclear power generating stations."' 

The actions heretofore taken by the government of this state, 

some of which have been reviewed herein have and will in the future prove 

very beneficial in carrying out the objectives of providing economical, 

abundant and reliable electric power for use by the people of this state.  

The State Power Program, described herein, should do much to aid in, 

expediting construction projects. If it should not prove sufficient, it 

may be found necessary for both federal and state governments to consider 

mandating reasonable maximum time limits 'to be allowed for the consideration 

of and final resolution of all questions involved in the granting or denial 

of. the requisite licenses, permits or approvals for the construction of 

electric generating and transmission facilities. .  

The Company's "Revised Ten Year Plan" follows generally along -.  

?2some of Ithe guide lines recommended by the. "Governor's Electric Power .  

Committee" particularly in the emphasis it places on the desirability 

of constructing nuclear energy and pumped storage plants to provide 

power at lower costs. The plan does., however, call for the Company's.
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adding substantial gas turbine capacity to meet public demands on its 

" system in .1970. The Company states in explaining its plan (Exhibit 17,

page 3): 

"Gas turbine units can be manufactured and installed more 

quickly than other types of capacity, although they are definitely 
a second choice to a peaking facility such as the Cornwall pumped 
storage plant, particularly from a system reliability point of 
view. We have, however,.had to install about 175 megawatts of 
additional gas turbines during 1968-69 and plan 900 megawatts of 
this type of capacity in 1970. Gas turbines are not designed for 
base load operation and because of their inherently high operating 
c c:*ost, can be used only for a few peak.load days and at times of 
emergency need for capacity. The amount of such capacity that can.
be absorbed on any system is limited. We are adding these gas 
turbines because it is the only capacity we can install and have 
operational in 1970."

The addition of the proposed gas turbine capacity which.  

admittedly has such an inherently high operating cost does not appear to 

be in conformity with the stated objectives of the State's Power Program.  

Such added gas turbine capacity will be required, however, if the Company 

is to meet demands of the public for electric service in 1970 because of 

the delays encountered by the Company, which were beyond its control, in 

-the completion of its pumped storage plant and nuclear unit described 

herein.  

6. CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS AND REC0MAENDATIONS 

A. The Company did not. have available at all times during the 

summer of 1969 a sufficient amount of reserve capacity. As a result it i 

exercised its managerial discretion by lowering voltage supplied to 

customers on several days, appealing to its large customers to conserve

power on four days and to the general pub lic on three days. The power
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deficiency situation on any of those days was not sufficiently grave to 

warrant fear on the part of the public that a "blackout" was imminent. No 
-wr t a "baku"wsimnn.N 

such "blackout" occurred.  

B. The Company, primarily because of lack of a proper reserve 

margin due to its inability to complete construction of proposed additions 

to its generating and transmission facilities, may be unable (particularly 

. in the first part of the summer of 1970) to supply all demands made upon 

it by all of its customers without again reducing voltage, shedding load 

or by the use of other means.  

C, The Company's "RevisedTen Year Plan" would appear to be 

adequate to meet the demands of its customers for power in future years 

: covered by the plan if it is able to carry it out as scheduled. It has 

not been able to do so up to the present time. The past delays encountered 

resulted: (1) in the Company being unable in. 1969 to supply all of its 

power requirements without resorting to voltage reductions and appeals to 

large customers or the public generally to -conserve power; (2) in the' 

.necessity.for it to arrange for the installation of inherently high cost 

. gas. turbine capacity in an effort to meet the demand of the public for 

service in .1970; and :(3) in delaying the retirement of certain of its older, 

high operating cost plants which should be retired from service.  

D. The Company has taken the only steps presently available* 

to it in order for it to meet its power supply problem in the immediate 

=future, viz by contracting for the installation of 1080 MW of additional .. .  

gas turbine capacity.  
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E. It is recommended that no order be entered by the Commission 

at the' present time for the construction of generating or transmission 

facilities not already planned for or under construction by this Company.  

F. It is recommended, however, that a copy of this memorandum 

be forwarded to the.Federal Power Commission, the Mayor of the City of 

New York, the Westchester County Executive and to all departments or agencies, 

federal or state, having any jurisdiction or control over the granting of the 

requisite licenses, permits or approvals required in order that the Company 

may progress its planned construction program to the end that such officials 

may be advised of the present power supply situation and of the urgent 

necessity for final resolution of applications discussed herein associated 

with the Company's inability in the past to carry out its construction 

program.  

It is further recommended that an order be entered herein 

.. requiring the Company, until otherwise ordered, to file a verified monthly 

report with this Commission showing the progress it has made. in obtaining 

the requisite licenses, permits or approvals required in connection with its 

proposed program for the construction of facilities to provide additional 

generation and transmission capacity and as to the progress it has made in 

carrying out such program. ..Upon the adoption o such order, this proceeding 

should be closed on the records of the Commission. ..  

November 7, 1969 
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.'Consolidated Edison Company of New Y( 
4 Irving Place, New York, N.Y. 10003 
Telephone (212) 460-2003

August 12,

APPENDIX A

19 6 9.

The Honorable James A. Lundy 
Chairman 
Public Service Commission 
199 Church Street 
New York, N. Y. 10007 

Dear Chairman Lundy:

The loss of our Ravenswood 1,000,000 KW generator during this 
summer's peak load season has brought to everyone's attention the 
serious consequences of delays in the construction of new power 
projects. If the construction of the Cornwall hydroelectric 
2,000,000 KW project -- or the Indian Point No. 2 nuclear 1,000,000 
KW project -- had not been delayed, Con Edison would have had 

..adequate reserves even with the loss of Ravenswood.

In the next decade the ability of Con Edison to meet the growing 
energy needs of New York City and Westchester County will depend 
upon our ability to complete new generating projects and trans

- mission lines as they are scheduled. In large part, timely 
c completion will depend upon the cooperation of the various state, 

.. !local, and federal regulatory agencies concerned with power supply 
and protection of the environment.  

We have therefore decided to request interested public agencies 
to make a coordinated review of our construction program for the 
next decade. This program entitled "Con Edison's Revised Ten

- Year Program To Meet Growing Energy Needs and Reduce Air Pollution 
: 1969-79," dated July 22, 1969 as supplemented August 12, 1969, is 
a revision of a previous ten-year program furnished to the City' 
of New York in November, 1966. Basically, the revisions reflect 
the delays encountered and anticipated in building the nuclear 
and pumped-storage units as scheduled in 1966. The revised 
program seeks to blend considerations of reliability of power 
supply, protection of the environment, and economy. If the 
projects shown in these plans can be completed on the schedules 
shown, there should be an ample supply of power for New York City 
and Westchester County, although our reserve position will not 
reach our desired goal until 1971.
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The'review of our program, we believe,,should also include a 
general survey of projects which, though not now scheduled for 
'completion within the next ten years, may be started within that 
period. Principal among these are generating projects on the 
Trap Rock site at Verplanck on the Hudson, Fort Slocum in Long 
Island Sound, and artificial islands in or near lower New York 
Harbor.  

We believe our plans are sound, but we have no stubborn pride of 
authorship in them. We recognize that they are always subject to 
be changed to meet changing circumstances. The one thing not 
subject to change is the growing demand for electric energy.  
Therefore if any proposed project is removed from the schedule, 
another must be proposed to replace it with the same completion 
date.  

Serious objections of one sort or another have been voiced from' 
various sources to all of the major power plants. we -have pro
posed, whether hydroelectric, nuclear or oil-fired. There are 
also serious objections to most of the Company's proposed new 
transmission lines. If these objections can be resolved in a 
timely way with the assistance of the power and environmental 
experts available to the public regulatory agencies, the public 
would be greatly benefited. Resolution of the conflicts will 
not be easy, but it is imperative to the future of our City and 
State and Nation that they be promptly and sensibly resolved.  

We would greatly appreciate a prompt review of the enclosed ten
year program by the staff of the State of New York Public Service 
Commission. We would hope that such review can be done in close 
coordination with the following agencies which we are also asking 
to review our plans: the State of New York, the City of New York, 
Westchester County, and the Federal Power Commission.  

Of course our own planning people will cooperate to the fullest 
extent in the review of our program with your representatives as 
well as with those representatives of the other public entities.  
Pending the review it is our belief that we must take the steps 

necessary to try to keep the projects included therein on the 
schedules as shown.  

We hope that we will hear from you favorably as to the Commission s 
participation in this coordinated review of our advance program.  

* Sincerely, 

* /S/ Charles F. Luce 
Enclosure
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CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK,: INC.  

Con Edison's Revised Ten-Year Program 
To Meet Growing Energy Needs and Reduce Air Pollution 

1969-79

In November 1966 Con Edison submitted to the Mayor of the City of New York* 
its "Ten-Year Program To Meet Growing Energy Needs and Reduce Air Pollution," 
a program covering the period 1966 through 1976. The Program set forth a 
plan for the addition of sufficient new capacity to permit retirement and 
shutdown of considerable amounts of older equipment. The Program further 
set forth projected peak electric loads and capacity available through the 
.period. The remainder of the report was devoted to a discussion of various 
factors inherent in the Program and included commentary regarding generat
ing units to be added or retired, interchanges with other utilities, trans
mission right-of-way problems, and alternative sourcesof power supply for 
New York City and Westchester County.  

Since that time, the Company has experienced delays in its plans for the in

stallation of new generating equipment and electric loads have grown at a 
rate greater than had been projected. The following pages set forth revi

sions we have made in our plans and cover the period 1969 through 1979, 
Subjects covered are:

SYSTEM PROJECTIONS Page 2

DELAYS WHICH AFFECTED THE PROGRAM OF 1966 2 

DELAYS IN NUCLEAR PLANTS NOT UNIQUE .2 

NEW GENERATING FACILITIES - 3 

DEACTIVATION OF OLDER GENERATING FACILITIES 4

INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER UTILITIES .5 

TRANSMISSION RIGHTS-of-WAY 5.  

OTHER-POSSIBLE SOURCES OF POWER 6 

LOCATION OF FOSSIL FIRED CAPACITY FOR 1974 6

ESTIMATED STACK EMISSIONS

.?
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SYSTEM PROJECTIONS 

During the next decade Con Edison's Electric load is expected to increase 
from 7,350000 kilowatts to 10,850,000 kilowatts, and the Company's net 
generating capacity will grow from 8,172,000 kilowatts to 14,037,000 kilo.-watts. Attached Table 1 outlines peak electric loads and capacity avail

able by years through 1979. Table 2 shows planned additions to electric 
generating capacity and Table 3 list's the planned electric capacity 
retirements.  

-DELAYS WHICH AFFECTED THE PROGRAM OF 1966 

I - Indian Point No. 2 nuclear unit was originally scheduled for service in 
1969, but it is doubtful that it will be ready before the summer of 1971 
for various reasons, including design revisions required by the Atomic 
Energy Commission and labor problems at the construction site.  

-2 - Indian Point No. 3 nuclear unit was originally planned for 1971. Inter
ventions before the Atomic Energy Commission and other delays have.  
adversely affected the schedule. It appears that a construction permit.  
may not be granted by the AEC before late this summer and that the 
project cannot be completed before 1973. .  

3 Our Cornwall project was first announced in 1962 for service in 1967.  
Interventions initially by conservation groups and lately by the City.  
of New York led to hearings before the Federal Power Commission in 1964, 
1966, 1967 and 1969. A Federal Court remanded the initial license 
granted by the FPC in 1965 for further hearings. The Commission has not 
yet rendered its decision and further review by the Courts is. antici-..  
pated. It now appears that the project cannot be placed in service
before 1977-78, a loss of ten years inproviding its benefits to the' 

people of New York City and Westchester County., 

4- When the Cornwall plant was delayed beyond 1972, Nuclear No. 4 was re
scheduled for 1974 service date. The accumulative effect of delays 

. on Indian Point Units 2 and 3 clearly show that the 1974 date cannot be 
* attained and it is now scheduled for 1976.  

5 - These delays in the operation of new capacity will postpone the de
activation of older fossil fuel generating units in the City of New 
York which had been planned for 1971 and 1972.  

DELAYS IN NUCLEAR PLANTS NOT UNIQUE 

While some of the problems associated with delays are unique to the metropoli
tan New York Area, other problems with nuclear plants'have been experienced 
by utilities throughout the country. --.
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" The Nine-Mile Point 500,000 kilowatt nuclear unit of Niagara Mohawk 
ha been delayed about one year, and is now scheduled for late 1969.  

The nuclear unit of Niagara Mohawk scheduiled for 1971 at Easton is in

definitely postponed. Instead, the Power Authority of the State of New.  
York will install a nuclear unit on Lake Ontario for service in 1973.  

The Ginna 420,000 kilowatt nuclear unit of Rochester Gas and Electric 
has been delayed about six months, and is now scheduled for late 1969.  
Con Edison had planned to purchase 270,000 kilowatts for three years 
from this unit commencing with the summer of 1969.  

The Bell nuclear unit of New York State Electric and Gas Company has been 
indefinitely postponed. Con Edison had agreed to purchase generating 
capacity from this unit starting with 600,000 kilowatts in the summer of 
1973.  

The Oyster Creek 640,,000 kilowatt nuclear unit of General Public 
Utilities has recently gone critical but final testing will probably not 

be completed before the end of the summer, a delay of more than two years.  

The Millstone Point 650,000 kilowatt nuclear unit of Northeast Utilities 
is also delayed about six months and then will be available initially at 
a reduced rating.  

These are but a few of the projects recently affected by delays caused by 

the longer time required to obtain permits and licenses from the authorities 
having jurisdiction, the increased demand on manufacturing facilities, and 
delays from various causes during the construction period.  

NEW GENERATING FACILITIES 

Because of various delays and the continued rapid growth of load, we have 
been forced to take a number of alternate steps from the former program, 
in order to provide adequate and reliable service to the people of New 

York City.  

Gas turbine units can be manufactured and installed more quickly than other 
types of capacity, although they are definitely a second choice to a peaking 

facility such as the Cornwall pumped storage plant, particularly from a 

system reliability point of view. We have, however, had- to install about 
175 megawatts of additional gas turbines during 1968-69 and plan 900 mega
watts of this type of capacity in 1970. Gas turbires are not designed for 
base load operation and because of their inherently high operating cost, 
can be used only for a few peak load days and at times of emergency need 
for capacity. The amount of such capacity that can be absorbed on any 

system is limited. We are adding these gas turbines because it is the 
only capacity we can install and have operational in 1970.
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Con Edison has joined with Central HudsonGas and Electric Corp and Niagara 

Moh4wk Power Corporation in the construction of a 1200 Mw oil fired base 
load plant at Roseton N Y on the Hudson River north of Newburgh .for ser

vice before the summer of 1973. Our share of this capacity will be 480 Mw 

for four years and 360 Mw for the next four years.  

Following the postponement of the Bell nuclear unit, previously 
mentioned, 

from which Con Edison expected to purchase 600 Mw of capacity starting 
in 

the summer of 1973, we are now planning a joint project with Orange and 

Rockland Utilities, Inc. for 1973 on their system. This will be a 600 Mw 

oil fired unit, of which 400 Mw will be our share.  

The next large generating capacity addition for the Con Edison system is 

required in 1974. Recent experience.shows that it requires four to five 

years from date of authorization to place a fossil unit in service and 
from 

six to seven years for a nuclear unit. Nuclear No. 4, an 1115 Mw unit out

side of New York City, was planned for a 1974 service date but this date 

cannot now be attained, and 1976 appears to be the earliest service date 

possible for such a unit. After study of many possible alternates, the 

company has concluded that the capacity requirement for 1974 must be 
met 

by an oil and gas fired plant of approximately 1200 to 1600 Mw located in 

New York City for reasons which are described later.  

DEACTIVATION OF OLDER GENERATING FACILITIES 

Con Edison fully recognizes the desirability of deactivating certain older 

generating facilities within New York City as soon as possible, both from 

the standpoint of air pollution and from the aspects of 
reliability and 

economics. By 1973 some individual units will be 55 years old and the 

average age will be about 45 years. The equipment is very inefficient by 

today's standards and costly to operate from every standpoint -- fuel, 

.manpower and maintenance. It is regrettable that the delay of Cornwall 

and our nuclear units neces'sitate postponement of deactivation which had 

been planned for 1971 and 1972.  

In our revised program all units in Hell Gate Station are scheduled to be 

retired by the summer of 1973 and those in the Sherman Creek and Kent Avenue 

Stations the following year. These and other miscellaneous unit retirements 

are outlined on Table 3 with all of the retirements listed in the former 

'program completed by 1976 totalling 1452 megawatts. In addition, the 

program now envisages retirement of an additional 7-24 megawatts by 1978 at 

the expected completion of the Cornwall project.  

.~ * ** * * * * * *~• . . .



All of these retirements must be contingent upon due completion of the in

stallation of new capacity as progranmed. The older units will not be 

dismantled until the new facilities have proven their reliability.  

Throughout the program, the units planned for retirement will be Operated 

as little as possible and in some years it may be possible to assign 

certain of this equipment to cold standby status, that is, called into 

service only under: emergency conditions.  

* INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER UTILITIES 

During the ten-year period of this program, Con Edison has no plans to sell 

firm capacity to any other utilities during the summer peak period. Tablel 

shows the expected purchases of firm capacity from other systems through 1972, 

and includes joint ownership of outside capacity in the years following.  

Through its membership in such organizations as the New York Power Pool and 

the Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Con Edison is constantly alert to 

" the planned activities of neighboring systems and the opportunities for 

coordinated planning.  

TRANSMISSION RIGHTS -OF-WAY 

Con Edison has only two rights-of-way for overhead transmission through 

Westchester County to the Dunwoodie-Sprain Brook substations in Yonkers, 

south of which all transmission is underground. One of these, the route of 

the Catskill Aqueduct of the Department of Water Resources of the City of New 
York, now carries a double circuit 138 kv line by agreement between the City 

and the Company. It is planned to replace this line with a double circuit 

345 kv line as an essential part of the future transmission development.  

Negotiations have been under way with the Department for nearly two years 

but agreement has not been reached under which permission would be granted.  

The other right-of-way is owned by the Company and has installed on it a 

double circuit 138 kv line and a double circuit 345 kv line. It is planned 

to rebuild the 138 kv circuits for 345 kv operation. Considering the 

residential development of Westchester County, the Company will not seek 

additional rights-of-way for overhead transmission through this area.  

The six aforementioned 345 kv circuits, therefore, represent the ultimate 

overhead transmission approaching the City from the north. The output of 

the planned nuclear units and the share of joint generating projects north 

of the City, the Cornwall pumped storage plant and emergency power from 

upstate New York, New England, and Ontario as well as a major portion of 

emergency power from the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) system 

will fully utilize the reliable capacity of all six circuits.  

Thus, any additional capacity from northern sources will require additional 

transmission facilities to the heart of the City which would have to be 

undergrbund. Underground costs are ten to twenty times those for equivalent 

overhead transmission capacity and since substantial distances are involved 

the underground costs exert a lirge penalty on the import of additional power 
into th City. Forty miles of underground costs at leas-t- as much as 400 

miLcs, of ov ehead to handle the same capacity.
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ortfER, POS SIBLE SOT~AIZS OF POWER. :" i.! ""; '"';/ 

Cinadian Power 

Con Edi7on has investigated other possible sources of generating capacity 
such 

as the planned Canadian hydroelectric development. Recent inquiry in chis regard 

determined that essentially the entire output of the Churchill Falls plant 

now under construction in Labrador, will be required for anticipated load 

growth in Canada. Only short term capacity could be made available. This 

could not be utilized because of the transmission required.  

Nine-Mouth Plants 

Mine-Mouth generating plants in Pennsylvania to supply this area have been.  

studied frequently. These studies all show that additional high capacity 

transmission lines are required since the strong high voltage 
network 

existing and being planned throughout the Northeast, for reliability purposes, 

cannot also be used for importing large blocks of power such 
w 1,000,000 

or 2,000,000 kilowatts. The required new, long transmission links to the city, 

a considerable portion underground, make 
this alternative unattractive economil

cally and uncertain for a specific service date because of the 
difficulties 

that will be encountered in obtaining the extensive right-of-way 
necessary for

both the overhead and underground sections. This right-of-way will be particularly 

difficult to obtain because it is through areas which are not being served by 

the lines.  

LOCATION OF FOSSIL FIRED CAPACITY FOR 1974 

"-The only feasible alternate for a source of new capacity for 1974 is to locate...  

d.. additional conventional capacity in the City. It is proposed to install- about 

"1,200-1,600 MW of new capacity,: fired by 0.37 per cent sulfur oil or natural 

gas whenever natural gas is available. Such an addition on very low sulfur 

fuel oil would contribute substantially to the improvement of air pollution 

control in the City. For instance, this capacity using 0.37 per cent sulfur 

oil would emit only about one-quarter the amount of sulfur 
dioxide that-would 

be emitted by equivalent capacity of the older., less efficient 
equipment 

(proposed to be deactivated) on 1 per cent sulfur oil.  

Studies have been made of several possible sites and it is 
concluded that the 

Astoria plant in Queens is the most desirable. It is close to the center of 

load on the system and reasonably remote from the concentration 
of buildings 

in Manhattan. From the standpoint of thermal discharge, Quirk, Lawler and 

Matusky Engineers, have reported that at the Astoria location more 
than 1600 MW 

of capacity may be installed -and -still .comply with the proposed criteria 
of the 

New York State Water Resources Commission.  

ESTIMATED STACK EMISSIONS 

Table 4, attached, is a comparison of the estimated stack emissions 
associated 

wi-th -the 1966 Ten Year Program and those in the current program. 
It shows 

that by 197-4 the emission, of both SO2 and particulates under the 
6urrdnt 

program including the enlarged plant at Astoria will be 
less than contemplated 

udnr the 1'966"progra ""-



CO SOLIDATED EDISON SYSTEM 

ESTIMATED ELECTRIC LOAD AND CAPACIWTY S.U_-214ER' PEAK 

MGAIA T S

1'969 .1970 1971 '1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Maximum 1 !,our Net 
Distributed Load 7,350 7,725 8,075 "8,400 8,725 9,075 9,425 9,775 10,125 10,475 10.850

Cac_ iy_

Estimated installed Capacity 

Estimated Firm Purchases 

from Other Utilities 

Estimated Capacity Usable 
for Coa Edison System

8,172 9,072 

710 445

8,882 9,517

9,945. 9,945 11,265

420 400

10,365 10,345

11,975 12,043 12,881 13,761 14,03

0 0 0

11,265 .11,975 12,043 12,881 13,761 14,C37

37 14,037 

0 0

14,037 .  0

July 22, 1969

A

Load -

TABLE - .CO0PY,



710

Not 

egawatts 

450

Total 900

Gas 'uirbinos at Astoria Plant 
Gas Turbines at Undetermined Location

Nuclear Unit No. 2 at Indian Point Station 

Increased Capacity in Unit No. 2 at Indian Point Station 
Nuclear Unit No. 3 at Indian Point Station.  
R oso ton Plant (Con Ed Share) 
Bowline Point Plant (Con Ed Share)

873

Total

92 
965 
4BO 
400" 

1 937

Increased Capacity in Unit 
Expansion of Astoria

Increased Capacity 
Increased Capacity

in Unit 
in Unit

Increased Capacity in Unit No. 3 
Nuclear Unit No. 4 

Puipecd Storage Units No. 1, 2, 3 
Roseton Plant - (Decrease in Con 

pumped Storage Units No. 5, 6P 7

No. 2 at Indian Point StatI.on 

No. 2 at Indian Point Station 
No. 3 at indian Point Station

35 
1 200 *k 

Total 1 235

Total

at Indian [Po int Station 

T6tal

and 4 - Cornwall Plant 
Ed Share) 

STotal 

and 8 - Cornwall Plant

33 -__-.  
68 

33 L11_5_ 

1 000 
-120 
880.  

1 000

*_Subject to periodic revisions dependent 
variations in Construction Schedules.

B a;,pnding on detailed studios the additi

upon changing conditions including 

onal capacity maybbe as geat as 1600 IW.

July 22, 1969

0

.971 

.973

LM975

1 976 

1.977

:.TABLI 2

CONSUAOLITD EDISON SYSTr.  

PO0GWUAM Or, ELECTRIC CAPACITY ADDITIONS* 
PR IOR TO SUMME"R PEAK IN YEAR INDICATED



co:w O L zA~r ID D SON S s .,..  

2ROOA,..,. O1 ,.,Ld'vi,TC CAPACITY 0I REE MN-8 P0 11O1 To SU'.' 'CR PE"] IN rEAR 1NDIOATED

73..[o2i Gato Station - All Units 

74' A venue Station - All Units" .  
-- z-... C -oIk Station - Al Units 

i-. ,u Ion Avcnuo Station Units No. 1,2,3 z 4 

St"oot Saon U..t No, 3 (.cc otjvO Ca.aci.ty) 

76., ; -t iv,: Station Units io. I and 4

'lot 

}[egawtts 

92 
199 

234

Sub-Total

a 'C S t o U1, it Io 2..

SA)~ ..... .Vc Stai . r U,-itz 71o. 2 and41,' 
A)1Iuon Avenue~ Station U!'its ho. 567 and 8 

-. 'tbzido Station Units No, l0,l,12 r4ad 13 
D)59th Stroot Station Unit No, 8 
B)74.k, S."Oot Sat-ion Unito No, 4 (Effective Capacity) 

A)Azoclao bilors aro ex Loctod to be retainod for tho

Sub-Tot.  

Sub-Tota 

Tota

L1

2. 76 " 

.2.T

525 

239 
32 

310 

.* .- 75 

1 107 
32 

•" 0

at the cti ~oas n~oted. zolco stca, foz h.I-, pros
.-:.w ous fro those tbnos can be -,-util'zd oitho to GwiAcrxato 1)o;;cr I'm~ lou rossuro turbines or to Iovido i to tZ foz thO itibttion system, -Only tho 

lo;w prosmzuro turbi.no:; citod -,xo to bo rotirod; tho boillo " xo. expectcd to roioaln in zozvlco.

..': ;J , '" • I,

0
TInLL 3

,:,,' ,
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1966 Proxram 

'SO ?articulates 
(iabo Tons) 7(Tn

* . C, 

so2 
* 1000 o)

1.. 340 11 350 

1967 278 11 050. 

.1968 .. 277 10 230 d 

1969 233 5880 168 

1970 .192 5'760 aa 
1.971 122 -4660 -1r 

1972 .109 4 380. 169 

.1973 112 450125 
* 974, 121..'4o 91* 

1975 130 5'220'*. 8 

*1976 l00o 4090o,. 8 6 

-*Assunes 'Astori~a expansi4on at; 1600 MW.

itrreflt Proram& 

*(Tona)j 

7 772 

5 5380 

3 87~

er.

CON S'OLT DWZD EDISON SYSTE,'!, 

ESTI'4ATD STACK EMISSIONS
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CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.  

Supplement To 
Con Edison's Revised Ten-Year Program 

To Meet Growing Energy Needs and Reduce Air Pollution 
1969-79 

We show on Table 2 of this revised "Ten-Year Program to Meet 
Growing Energy Needs and Reduce Air Pollution, 1969-79," planned additions of 900 megawatts of gas turbines. Recent information from 
our suppliers indicates the following timetable for these additions: 
523 MW by June 30, 1970; 225 MW additional byJuly 31, 1970, and 

* 150 MW by August 31, 1970.  

The purchase orders for some of the gas turbines have an 
incentive clause which provides a bonus for improvement of the 
scheduled service date and a penalty for each day's delay of-ser
vice date. Seventy-five megawatts of those scheduled for July 31 

and all of those scheduled for August 31 have this incentive clause.  

We have been recently informed by Westinghouse that the 
service date for Indian Point No. 2 could be September 21, 1970.  
We are concerned, however, that intervention in the provisional 
license proceedings could delay this service date by six months, or 
more. The availability of the 420 MW of firm purchases from other.  
utilities shown for 1971 on Table 1 of our Ten-Year Program is 
dependent on their having sufficierit excess generating capability 
over their load and reserve requirements.  

Two high voltage interconnections are underway which were 
* . originally scheduled for 1968 and 1970 completion. The first is 

from Branchburgh, New Jersey to Millwood, New York. This inter
J,: <. connection is encountering opposition in both states. The other 

-is., from Binghamton to Ramapo, New York, This interconnection is, 
also encountering opposition. If these interconnections are not 
'completed by the summer of 1971, there will be serious limitations.  
on the amount of firm and emergency power which can be reliably 
imported by Con Edison from the upstate Companies and PJM.
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* ppIction1 of Curvc y 0.26 x: 1o.Z, x .+4.245) (10 00) 

to lold data of Con Ed, 1959

-~0 76x 

0 .26.' 

O.7S 

1.04 

1. 30, 

1.56

1.S2

0.

a log 'X 

.0.

.3010 .157

.4771 

.6021 

.6990

.37 2 

.626

.7 7 S2 1.214 

.845-L 1.538

Cor 
+4 .245 A Ac tual I Abc 

4i245 4245-1

4..402 4 .352 

4.617 4 744 

4.871 4.852 

5 .459. .0 

5.783 5.710

cccssqry rctont

ye Fonmu la 

.050 

-. 019

+ .040 

- .073

2.08 .9031 1.878 6.123 6.154. .1 

2.34 .9542 2. 23 3 5.478 .6.14 7:. -. 331 

2.60 *1.0000 -0600.+ 6.84:5' 6.9,60 1.5 

2.86 10 4 14 2.7 7.2. 7,3 21 

.5,46 +1.3'2'22 7 1 11~4 

Total -.. *. 007 

Average .0. f

'' .:

AIP1IUI' lTX 1



MP)ENDIX V .  

CONSOLIDATE3D 1LDXSON S U1,'ME R CAPACITY. 1960 

Avrthur Kill 892 .* 

Astoria1577 

EaS~ ~.ve~806 

IHe11 Gate 617 

c' d 0 i Avenue 794 

Ken Avenue 9 

Ravenswood . 1827 

Shormqin Creok 19 

Watorside ... 9 

S9t Stt ..Z. 210 

74-h S r ee19 

Total1 Thernma1 7766 

Sn d ian P o int . s80 

Gas 'iuro ines 
1, S 

-As or ia. ,. 1 

XKon t Avenue o2 

Ravenswo od Ii 

Waters id lo. .1 

74t .te~34 

1%iuds A5nu 34 

Tot1 Gas Tur b in c s3 

'c ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o t .a .aI _y os1



LONG Ti'E3R' DERATINGS 1965-1969 
* Mogawatc~ 

Sumrae or 7kdays 

Dcrating 
Noto 

xco .1965 I19 66 1967 196S 1969 

* 10 3 $y0 "250 250 350 450 

'350 
*203045 

S ,30250. 20 350 .450 

7 . 350 .50250 30 S 

.6 350, 250 .0 40 

5 -30250. 250 350 450 

4 Soo50 so 250 250 0 450 

3Soo.0 250 ~ 25 .350 450 

500 *3 0Z% 250 350450 

) 0 300 25S0 350 450 

Cco a 2529' 

196 -D-ts - X-20 
. . 1966. " 22.  

1967 " A 22 
1968 '_ 2 
1969 :41

./*'.



SI-IORT TERM Y~/GS -16S-1969 

Surm"O r -0Oicdayls . .A 

Not to, 
1966 1967 19618 1969 

10 40P G00 450 300 500 

7so .45~'-S0* ~ S~ 300 550 .'.  

8450 . 00 .450 350 550 

7 4 50 950 . 5 5 5.  

6 .450 950 450 .35 650 

4 40 SOO.50. so0 6.r0'.  

4450. 950. '0' 350 700 

3450 1000 550- 400 700 

2 50 .1050 550 400 700 

1 450 1050 55 - 50 5 

00 1'0 70 700 000 

Sou-co: Cas 25293. * 

196 Da - X4 2 
A1966 " 

1967 ~ t22 

1969 ~ ~ 4



LON G 

Drating 
N o -, to 

Days 

10' 

'~71 

4 7

SHO10RT TBPM4 DI3RAIPINGS -1965-M9 

MIogawat S 

Summo r Wor ~1days 

51966 . 1967

0O 

jo

1000 

1050 

1050 

1150 

1150 

1200 

1200

7 00 

700 

750 

750 

s50 

So00 

800

3. ''750 '. 1200' 0 0: 

2 .75:0 125 -0 60.  

7 750 1.250,i 9 00 '5 

0 , 750 350 so0 .850 1 

SOUICC C 5 2293 

-- 1965 D al.,a -h 

1967 
1968 
1969 ~

00 

550 

'0

55 0 900 

550 950 

550 100 

550 105 

600 11.00



F I1 ? PURCHASES 190 197 2 

970 971 1972* 

7N6 PE iZIa idEl cctr-ic--S -~oin 00..' 
(Bayton Point Unit Noe 5 

.Nc Yo Zk S-1ato Elcctrjc q~ Gas, ISO**~., ISO 
Corporation 

Rocho~ a loti op 270 :270 
(Gin-na Un t No. 1) .  

Now Eiigland Ontar-io Sys tons~ 400 

Totals I2040 40 

~Unde-Discussion:,



I ..  

., _ .... . .. .. -,il- :" .: . ': ": " " " OKU 'EJ R PEAK - Kq .• " " 

k194....-.. ... ..  1969" 1970• .971 1972 1973 1974 975 .976 '.97 119 

..* in. 7 662 8 177 9 257 10; 130 10J13 0 13, 03 3 

: Cat'acitv "... ..': "" " i: i..  

,rt'r Kill Unit "o 3 1$ 51.

;..s Turiies 1030 
Aniian Point Unit No. 2 
1ncreased Capacity ' Nuclear Plants ...- . . 938 

-)seton Plant (Con Ed Share) " . - """ " ' 

oki]ine Point (Con Ed Share) 7 0 0 
>:tie !ell Gate Station - .111 Units 

pxansion of Astoria Plant 1 1200 
.tire Ke:nt kvenue &- Sherman Creek :". . ............. ' 

St-ions - a1l Units --.. .. 29 
etire 'Miscellaneous Units - Various Stations -234. -310 -724 

uclear Unit No. 4 . 1 5 
orawall Plant . 000 1 c 

:oseton Plant - (Lecrease in Con Ed Share) 120 

:a, Installed Capacity 8 177 9 257 10,130 10;130 11,450. 12,160 12,223 13,06- 13,946 14,222 

.sod Gas Turbine Capacity ' .600 "600 

n. Purchlases 

Onig Island Lighlting Co.-iany(.Nortiiport No.2) 100 
mew England Electric Systen (Brayton /. 250 -00 " . ..  

Point Unit No. 3) 250 I00 
,range i Rockland Util.,Tnc.(Lovett 160 . . .  

Unit No. 5) 

ewg York State Electric , Gas Corp. 200 150 150 =  ..  

1ochester Gas &Electric Cr~(in ... *...  

.Unit No. ) 270 270 

ew¢ England "& Ontario Sys-ters 4- - 400 

*(Under ,isc'ssion) .- 

;al P rc . . .. ... .. 710 520 420 400 0 0 

:a! CaTaciti', Resources 8 8.7 9777 11.150 11,130 11.4150 12.10" .12.223 13.OG 13,946 14,2 

-r..tcd p-,J: Load " 7223' 7612 6 -010 8 417 S 832 9 254 9 633 10 120 10 552 I 1 10 

2- 66 4 "1.'5 3 140 2 713 2 618 2 906 2 545 2 946 334 3 212
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SCON EDISON GENTIRA7,%3 G112NT CONSTRUCTION 

Cornall Pumped Storage ant 

Dates 1.: . z: -e: by Board of Trustees 
- t)- E ba .-- 25 ,196 (6 generating units) 

January 22 1963 (amended to 8 generating units) 

Dates of .ea lor 0u enOrders and Names of Contractors 
H~oVemb2ecr 30, 1962 General (motor gen"rators) 
December 20, 1962 -Allis Cha mers (pump turbines) 
june 30, 1964 -Chicago Bridge & iront.7ork Co. (penstocks) 

C 8 ac 't ..  
CT- ac:'1y 

2000 ,M (8 units of 250 ,. each) 
rii l , t units (750 were scheduled to go on the line the first year of operation, the remar ano 

-7 ve uni ts (1250 L) to be in service the following year. The present schedule provides for an initial Ca.a
, bi-ity of 1000 INIW, the remaining 1000 MW,, to be iln service one year thereafter.  

Service Dates 
)U-ne, 1967 - 750 MWt" 
u:.-~mcr• 1968 1250 eZ,.., a total of 2000 

•Sic:n-ficant Delays in Abquiring Requisite Licenses. Permits, or Approvals 

st Roun.d of 5 Hecrin s - January 1963 to March 1965 
AJication for an FPC picerse was filed on January 29,1963. The Company recognized at that time that measures 

to retain or enhance the scenery of the area should be considered. It decided to install underwater t ran ssas 
f..cilii.es across th. -,-,,dson R-iver notwithstanding the sustantial additional cost as compared to overhead wies. it pla-nned' for " "recreational 'i "r-'-" d 

racilties and fish protection devices The project plan was discussed in detail with comu
nity leaders and.:local government officials.

V20 'hearings commenced on February '25, 1964 and concluded in May after nine days of hearings. Ten intervenors .  

appeared, including various conservation groups and municipalities. The Presiding Examiner's initial decision,



. , ,bi.4..,a e . 2.• 

.. ........ .... si n-.,,-Rsc--nisi,& Licenses, Permits o App rovals (Continued' 

recommenling;, construction of the project, was issied July 31, 1964. Oral arg e nt,, .. before the fuLl Comiss on 
... OVM.. ..1 1964 an d on March 9 19 5 additonalhearngs otheCommssio ordered ,h-t a license oe sued; t al.so 

a .....- naa 1 hcan-, be held- o, the question of detailed routing of overhead transmission facili
t-es anU tue design of fish protection screcns.  

The first ohase of the case consumed about 26 months.  

S.cond ROund of 1Fearings and The Apoeal-Narch 1965 to Deceier 1965 
The supiemental transmission and fish protection hearings were held -n May 1965 (The FC ordcr a!1ndin 

the original license as to location of transmission lines and des in oI fish orotecton devices was ued 
0z ob-r 4, 1965.). On July 6, 1965 Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference and three towns which had intervened 
Ze3 C i ,- ned tie i t,-ied States Court of -Appeals for review of the FPs licensing order.T Co moved for expedited neari-ng of the appeal on the ground that it would be necessary to build a fossil fueled u: I i Ln N1,oL_-' City unless there was a decision by the end of October. 1965. The Court heard the case on 
O toer 3) 1965. its decision, wich vacated the license and rema-3ed the proceeding, was handed down on D.e-m.br 29 1965 [Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. FPC 354 F2d 608 (2d Cir. 1965), cert. den.  
Consolidated- "ison Co. v. Scenic hudson Preservation Conference, 384 US 941 (1966)].  

Tnird Round of Hearings - January 1966 to October 1968 
Pursuant to the Second Circuit's remand order, the FPC scheduled further hearings. Con Edison amended its aoDlication to propose complete undergrounding of the hydroelectric powerhouse in order to allay the claims oF 

scenic imoairment.  

. The Second Circuit's opinion ordering remanded hearings, in practical effect, required that the entire orocee.in. be relitigated. In compliance with the Court's mandate to "probe all feasible alternatives" i deoth 
evidence was presented on a vast range of alternate generating schemes.  

Further detailed evidence was prepared with respect to transmission, aesthetics and recreation. A scale 
modl o th th wa o and ar d Lvo. A od o the site, showing the plant installed, was built. Experts on landscapingn a r were called upon to testify. Very considerable effort, expense and time wvere required to prepare the case on remana.  

Preoaration of this evidence, together with persistent pleas by the opposing intervbnors for more time, resulted in delayed opening of the remand hearings until November 14, 1966. These hearings continued with numIerous w ecesses, untii Hay 23, ±967. In this period there were 72 days of hearin, 3 days of deposin and 3;d cys of



c ... . euisite Licenses, .m.ts, or A roval (Continued

S by hiner and- counsel. Testimony was heard from 73 witnesses. The record grew to 6,30 ges -C,0 e-:11)S. Unsworn statemrents of position were given by 79 individuals and organizations some for and So:.-.  ,a ,o zn:,.L t he p ro j cc . .  
iinhs rc-mnd hase was completed in late August 1967. Con Edison's main brief consisted of 24 

printed agzes. Some interveno-s and s t aff's briefs wzre e vn Ior lengthy.  

cI, -.. __ of H-earins- October 16, 1967 
:cn August 1967, as reply briefs on P ound Three were being prepared, the State of Connecticut Boa o! -. :S 

,tWo intervene. Al* -ou' , untimely, the petition was unopposed and it was granted Augus 7, ut 
n o nu-ct petition was directed to oossib-e aIverse effect upon fishing in Connecticut waters. A he- arn-  was held 0cCober 16, 1967 to receive Connecticut's evidence.  

tirh 'o" - or 
.o -L, -'d 0 _L D 2 , r ]n.' S 

ihe Exa-iners initial decision was handed down on August 6, 1963. The Examiner recomuaended conSt:uction of the p..oect as then proDosed, wi*th some modifications in project transmssion line routing and design. The - ,rh..  
was to be wholly undergroumnd. Recreational zacilities were planned.  

Exceptions to the Examiner's initial decision and reciuLsts for oral argu-ent before the 4 S S " wor -f O oo nn, ts t broad.y assailed the decision o: scenic, fishingn and engineer . rrounds. Con Edison excepted o to 
certain technical matters.  

As the exceptions were being completed, New York City petitioned, on October 25, 196, to' intervene and rco: en the hearings. -The City's demand was to present evidence regarding its assertion that the proj "ect underground Coowerhouse, as recommended by the Examiner, would be located too close to the City's Catskill ACueduct• This Aued issue had already been considered on the record, and the Examiner had considered it in his August 6, 1)60 decision.  
HIowever, up to this time the City had chosen not to intervene. The City's petition urged that the project co,.rhcu e De relocated on an alternate site (on park lands of the Palisades interstate Park Commission) which. the Ex-mIner a" 
found to be less suitable than the one he recommended.  

The Company did not oppose the City's petition, but urged that further hearings proceed i!odiateI * The C•3mrission granted the City's petition and indefinitely postponed oral argument on November 19- 1968.

[

•f
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S~t2~wI~22t: D aw; i cguirin%, Reqcusi tc Licenses, . Pert-nits, or AP-,rovl"CrtLUa

'V e City a-d Scenic tudson obCined until March 4 1969 to prepare and present evidence on the Ac duc. c

w.e..ings ere hn _e ctwecn March 4, 1969 and M!ay 1969. Briefing was completed .ay 23, 199.9 

' y this time the record contained 18,914 pages of transcript and 675 exhibits.  

The following is .a list of organizations which have actively opposed the Cornwall project (a number of Invldvc

uais havo also actively opposed the project, but are not listed below):

We-.dirondack " Mountain Club 
AoPalachian 'ountain Club 
Loard of Fisheries & Game - StLate of 

Connecticut 

Eoscobel Restoration, Inc.  
Carmel, Town of 
Citzens Committee on Nat-o nl Resources 

Cons t tut.on .sland Association 
Cornwall. Taxpayers Water Protection Assn.  
Corlan d Citizens for the Hudson River..  

Cor.tlandt Conservation Association 
Cortlandt, Town of --: 

Council of Brooklyn OrganizatiTons, Inc.  
-o o New York Sird Clubs 

0 F-reeport, Villa8,ge of 
- rriaso, Fish & Ga.ne Club, Inc.  

,e&.stead Town Lards Resources Council 
Huc-so Rivr Conservation Sccy 

u Cson 1liver Fishe-ma& Association 

Long Island League of Salt Water Sportsmen, 
..... : ...... .. In c . 1. .

-assau County 

"d..

Nassau County Fish and Game Association, Inc.  
National Audubon Society 
National Parks Association ..  

National Party Boat Owners Alliance 

National Trus-t for historic Preservation in the U. S.  
Nature Conservancy 
Phili _s town C'itizens Association 
Philipstown, Town o' 
Power Committee of the Com,-munity Council of Hilltop Vill, e 

Cooperatives ;l,,3,4 

Putnam County " 

Putnam County Historical Society 

Putnam Valley, Town of 

RokIndustries (KCR nTh.) 
Scenic ,.u6son Preservation Conference 
S ierra Club 

Sportsmen's Council Marine District of New York State, Inc.  

State Bird Clubs, Inc.  
isaak Walton League 

Westport Striped Bass Club, Inc.  

Wilderness Society 
Yorktown, Town of

4 --
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S is.c , nAc in m,.., a .. n -'t, 1Licenses, Perits roASovas (Cc s..  

O . .o.,s, which havc activcly supported the Cornwall project include:

AssocJ_.,,te6 industries o' " w "'ork Stte 

Beth.i.ehcm Rod & Gun Club, .tc. - ..... N Y.  
Black Rock" Fish and Gam., e Club, Inc. - Corn,: , N. Y.  
Bonrd of- Education C ornw-l Central School K .strzet - Con.ll N> Y 
Board of Supervisors of the County of Orange - State of New York 
I Bronx Board of Trade and Chamber of Co.'erce 

o Brooklyn Downtown Lions Club - Brooklyn) N. N.  
Builders Institute of estchester and Putnam Counties 

Building and Construction Trades Department of Tashington D. C.  

City of Ne,-.burgh, N. Y.  
Co-m.rce end .Idustry Association of N rw Yor_, Inc. - New York' N. Y.  

Cornwall Taxpaycrs Association - Cornwall N. Y.  

Downtown Broolyn Association 
Economric Development CouncLi of New York City, Inc.  
Emoire State Chamber of Commerce 

Exchange Club of The TarryLowns - Tarrytown, N. Y.  

Greater N,.wburgh Chamber of Comxm.erce - Newburgh, N. Y.  
Greenooint Lod - e No. 403 - Brooklyn, N. Y. -7 

Hudson Valley Progress Commnittee- CoY.nwll-o- sn AY 

international Union of Ooerating En .ie.ers of the United States and Canada 
Washington, D. C. and New York, N. Y.  

Kiwanis Club of Gr-eenwich Village - New Yor, N. Y.  
Kiwanis Club of Little Neck - Doulaston, N. Y.7 

.... ,K wanis Club of amaroneck - Mararoneck, N. Y.  

La Guardia Airport Kiwanis Club 
N e work Chamber of Commerce - New Yo_-k, N. Y.  
New York City Central Labor Council AFL-%CIO - New York, N. Y.  
N. Y. State American Federation of Labor - Congress o.f Industrial Organization 
N. Y. State Building & Construction Trades Council• 
Orange County Building & Construction Trades Council 

* Orange County Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs, inc, -Orange County, N. Y.

....... 4



rn Renuis i-,, Licn P t or,( 

Pine Plains Grange - Pine Plains, N. Y.  
,ocky Hill Civic Association, inc" 
South, Shore Lions Club - Sta 'c ISland, . V..  
The Broadway Associaion nc New York, N. Y. ' -i o nc ',%7Y r 

" Ie Downtown Lower'c anhattn Association" 
The East Side Association - New York N. Y.  

Yok State Society oP s n -ew o- 'h N "" -. Y O .n N.  
The Mid-cudson .unicina Association 
Town of Cornwall N. Y.  0 T own of Highlands Fish & Game Club, Inc ' "ihi d N Y.  -on o H- crh ands i Y.  
Utility Workers Union of Arecrica, AFL-CIO Local 1-2 - New York, N. Y.  
Village of Cornwall, N. Yv 
Westchester County Association, Inc.  
West Side Association of Commerce In the City of New York, Inc.  
Yonkers Chamber of Comm er ce - Yonkers, N. Y.  

Other Causes of Delay 
None to date.  

P S i sent Status .... h s ..  
Si,_nce ;ay 23, 1969, The xminer has been preparing his supplemental decision on Round Five. The elapsed 

t ime since the Second Ci'rcuit 's remand order has been threc years and nine months to date.  

IPA ;it is hoped, that1,00.0 1,i of Cornwall's capacity w-I be available• by 1977 and the remaining !000 . by 19 7 is of co s 
, 

oenenL.  

s, of course,ais dependenz-largely-on what happens in the FPC proceed ins a .and any subsecuent appeals and c,, 
long such proceedings, and appeals continue.
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CON EDISON Gi NERA- P .z" -'- -" '--'--: ...  

Indian Point Unit No, 2

Date uthorzcd by Board of Trustees 

Date of "X-or Equipment Order and 
Na.. of Contractor 

0i'..- . Scheduled Service. Date

C:~et

Simi.icant Delays in Accuirin Requisi 
Licccnses, Permits, or Approvals

Other Causes of Delay

November 23, 1965

June 15, 1966 
Westinghouse 

June 1, 1969 (Contract date with Westinghouse)

* ..-. 1033 };. _ 
The unIt wil1 go into ser.vice at '73 .M,, and will be incr-eased to 
full capacity over a period of approximately four years.  

te The Company's application to the Atomic Enery Coission for a rn
struction permit and the submission of the Preliminary Sa-ey n 
Report were made December 6, 1965. The construction p.rt was ssue
on October 14, 1966. Although a period of eleven months elapscd :e

- tween appliat-ion for, and or a-tg of, the construction ocrm t this 
'is not considered an unusual time interval.  

*The Company anticipates a delay in obtaining an operating Iicense froC-.  
the Atomic Energy Commission, as discussed below under "Present Staus.

.This plant is being furnished by Westinghouse Electric Ao ..... 
suant to a "turn-key" contract. The primary cause of delay b en 
failure of Westinghouse to comply with its undertaking toha.te ..  
ready for co,'mercial operation by June 1, 1969.  

There have been substantial delays in the construction of this unit as 
i "a result of labor oroblems which arose after the start o construction.  

Slow-downs and walk-outs occurred duri ng Westinghouse s negotiations w c 
labor.unions to settle these- labor difficulties.
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Othr Cau-,-s o: Dela i(Continued) 

rnt S: tus

Westinghouse was eventually co::,lled to replc 8:b ts "-p:n'., s,!.- ' 
contractor in order to increa,:, -piping progress and stc:.  
labor productivity which had Teen slowingoverall job pro:, ss.  

Westinghouse now estimates that Cthe plant will be ready fo, te 
commencement of fuel loading in the spring of 1970 and cou,.' be 
in commercial operation in the late fall of 1970. It is nees

ary to obtain an 'operating license from the Atomic Energyomi.s-sion.  
before the commencement of fuel loading, and the Company bc.lieves 
that this may be a delaying factor.  

* The application to the Atomic. Energy Commission for an oper.-ting 
license, together with the rinal Sa-fety Analysis Report, wL- suo
mitted in October 1968. The Company received the first wrirtc.  
response from the Commission Staff by letter dated August 4, 1969.  
Review by the Staff and the Comission's Advisory Committee on 

Reactor Safeguards cannot be completed before the winter oZ 1939-l0.  
The Staff letter requested data which must be supplied by cL.sti.nghouse, 
who has recently informed the Company that it cannot furnisih this in
formation until February 1970. This.may delay completion oF tae Staff 
review until March or April of 1970. That would permit an operating 
license to be issued in the late spring or early summer of 1970 if the 
license is uncontested. Various persons have already announced th ' 
they intend to oppose this license. It is difficult to esLimate te 
-time of a contested proceeding because of the leniency generally alloed 
to intervenors in obtaining additional time to prepare. It is reason
able to anticipate a six to nine months' delay, which would not permit 

* comnencement of fuel loading until early 1971.  
.................. ... -....:* ::: :; : -o'* "i 

The time interval between the commencement of fuel loading and the com;- 
mercial--operation of the plant is dependent on the problcins arising dur
ing this startup period. The Company presently estimates tiat nine monLths 
may be required for startup. Accordingly, the Company does not bClieve 
that it would be prudent to plan on having the plant in operation during-.  
the summer of 1971 and is providing additional gas turbine capacity as 
temporary replacement. •. .:
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CON EDISON GENER.ATING 'PL,% "COM\TSTR1TCTON

Arkthur Kill Uni- No. 3

Date' .u-o,...c by Boarjd of Trustees 

" : 2 ok_ Con .- cuiorMe Orders and 
c 0 O 1.--Jact:o"-s

December 21, 1965

February 1, 1966 - General Electric (turb o . generator) 
February 10, 1966- Corobustion Engineering Inc. (steam generazor)

515 i 'd

Orizinai Scheduled Service Date June 1- 1968

Si.. nif-cnt Delays in Acquirfing Requisite 
.,_cc- Pe-rmipts,- or Aoprovals

O-her Causes -of Delay A strike at General Electric's Schenectady plant delayed delivery 
of .the turbine generator for six months, requiring a reschccu±ing 
of the planned service date to December 1, 1963.  

The boiler erection sub-contractor experienced labor difficulties, 
rticul rIy with boilerakers, at tche plant site, causing a fur

ther delay of approximately five months. Considerable difficulty 
was experienced in attracting and holding skilled labor.  

Arthur Kill Unit No. 3 went into service on 1ay 15, 1969.Present Status

None
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CON EDISON GENERATING LA NT CONSTRUCtiON ,. N 

Indian Point Unit No. 3

Date Aluto -od by Board of Trustees December 20, 1966 (Preliminary authorization) 
April 25, 1967 (Final auhorization)

D-7es of . M or Eeuip nt Orders and
i',eSof Contractors

December 5, 1966 
Westinghouse

(Preliminary co'mitment for turbine genera tor)

February 17, 1969 (Formal plant contract, effective as of'Deccmber-20, 1:&6) 
We s ligous e 

1033 MK 
The unit will go on the line initially at 965 M and is presoniy expected 
to be operated a : full capacity within approximately three years thercafter•

C'- ci 2't- -iL

Ori-,ina 1al Scheduled Service Date

S~iiicant Delays in Acquiring Requisite 
L icnses, Peraits or Aoprovals

June 1971

The Company's application to the Atomic E..ergy Comois s i -or a. " "c_ n 
construction permit, and the submission of the Preliminary Safety Anal .is 

Report were made on April 26, 1967. The construction permi- was not issued 
until August 13, 1969.  

A long delay was encountered in the AEC Staff review Unit No. 3 ws -:

ina]ly des iSned as a twin unit to Unit No. 2, and it was hou.ght t> - ..  

al of Unit No. 2 would readily extend to Unit No. 3. A e L ss. o:.  
the construction oermit for Unit No. 2, the AEC proposd ncw cri . i- for 
the design of nuclear plants. Aithough these criteria have no: Deen iora 7 , 

adopted by the AEC, the Company was required to submit e:enszveao - ..  
information concerning the relationship of the plant desi-n to the new crt'ria 

.and, in some instances, to re-design features of the plant.
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tec Furher delays wer:e econee in t :he 0 ubliC-c %n' co.GucUe 

b y t h e A t o m i c S a f e t y a :c1 L i c e n sL r O , - L- : o 

Energy Co.,-.ts o ,r.... in C :~.~, n-ociti~ 
r n  o ... i:, 

~3 .-, nt ct o O tie ,,-v on e t nd . s . , y , Y ''- o ,o 
Sc c, 

_ J. 0 C'I) C .  

'0r -1)- 0o r a'sMI _3 n t O thc . SC 
Ln t e .

..  

th- 

io--- 

ch 
e " -.

Ovnors .
n

grantUn C d 
C"re.4. b 

Saet -ni
s 

d in ea y unusu aly rigorous a of Lhe S Y 

C, - .... I three days in n.11 c c, 

ear~ngs were conducted o ni 
c r dyin 

and five days in lay. The Board rendered its decision on Auusz"J-, lv°"

and a construction permit was issued on that date.  

u n c "d e l a yC 0 47 t c o n 
* ecause of the unexpected -itue of this regulatory d~,~ cn 

.. ..uch i by the ABC in adv a cc of aconstr U o 

sueion whiLc h i s Pemte ..... S 

e 
Was "his -

fLlt) was S s , c d p r io 0 o V ~ 3  .e 

ecessary to halt construc2tio until the permit was 
-onsued 

Consruc 

tion crews then had to be reassembled and construction e 

ebr b the construction sub-contactor because 

Delay has I-een experien.ced by° 

of a shortage of lathers.  

Construction of Indian Point Unit No. 3 is now underway and thae uni 

is scheduled Cobe in service by July 1973.  
Is scheduled :L

6
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HIGH VOLTAGE ,RNS% I v TSSIOn

P. onnnconnec-o n 

(Branchburg, N. J. to Ramapo , N. Y. - Ramapo to Millwood) 

Date of: Comitment -June 8, 1964 - Agreement watn Public Service Electric and Gas Co.  

ri1ina_ Scheduled Service Date May 1968 - Later cnange6 to December 31, 1969 

Causs of Delay After five years, te New jersey s0gmen of the tie is s-ill in 

complete) mainly because of condemnation problea.ms. 'ublic Scrvice 
Electric and Gas Co. experienced serious public oDosi:ion to to e 
construction o its portion of the line in New Jersey anc6 no0 
receive requ~red permission from t L Public Utility Commssion of 
New Jersey until May 31, 1967.  

. Serious delays have also been encountered in construct-ng tne a,po 
Y, 1. 1%.lwood section of the line. Since a Hudson River crossing is in
volved, it was necessary to submit the crossing plans to the :udson .s~o ' "U 4- u . Lc ion Le,_3ss 
River Valley Commission. The Commissions jui rel to 
consideration of aesuhetic aspects of-proposed new construction 

. visible from the Fludson River and within two miles o .f tIne shoreline.  
As to the River crossing itself) plans to install overh.ead lines 
on existing l38 Ky.towers, modified to carry 345 XV circuits, were 

n exi tin 13°.Vt-,7-r o 

approved by the Comission in May 1968. it also approved tae routing,.  0 .in r - he e astL Dnk< he R v r 
o the overhead 'lines running from h oL ive 

Millwood.  

However, in June 1969, the HRVC %1ithheld its a:)roval .of the .nr-osec 
ovehead fac.l-.iesapproaching the Rzver crossng on tao s bank.  

As to this segment, it found that "the benefits of the project, al
though substantial in terms of reducing the possibil iy o. a power 
blackout, are not sufficient to justify consrctin- a p ct whi--
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cl-usces of-c-ia\/-(Continued)

Present Stat us

.will have a permanent adverse effect on the scenic resources of 
the Valley".  

Subsequently, and at the : ,est of the liRVC, the Rockland Count
Board of Supervisors set u', special committee of citizen1s, local 
officials, HRVC representaives and utility company representatives 
to re-consider the routing of the entire 16 miles of line proposed between Ramapo and the River. This special committee has complctcd 
its study and has proposed a modified route for consideration by 
the Rockland County Board of Supervisors.  

No significant difficulties have been encountered on the cast side 
of the Hudson River.

Construction is underway in New 'Jersey.

,.The new route proposed for the New York portion of the line on tie 
.west side of the Hudson River is now under review by the HRVC.  

All required permits for the portion of the line to be constructcd 
* on.the east side of the Hudson River have been obtained and construc

tion is underway.  

The PJM Interconnection is presently scheduled to be in sc--vice by 
December 31, 1969 but could be delayed by as much as one year.  

r;



HIGH VOLTAGE .' NSMiSSION

A(lueduct Lineebt 'cui]n Bn 
(Niliwood to Sprain Br<:k)

* Date Authorized by Board of Trustees 

Orig-inal Sched uled Service Date

August 23, 1966

Spring 1969

Causes of Delay Although recluisite permits and licenses were received from che si: 
affected municipalities in 1,.estchester County -n the su~c~cr oz 
1967, the Company has been unable to coEnr-ence cons truc tin o tis 
line, in the absence of the consent of The City of Now York to the 
use of its Aqueduct right-cf-way. Application for such periss ion 
was made, in April 1967, to the City's Departmen- of .ater Supply, 
Gas and Electricity. Such permission hnas not yet been ,ranted and 
the Company is still negotiating with the City.  

Construction of the Aqueduct Line should be complete wiL-thin approx
imately two years after permission of The City of New York is ob
tained.

Present Status
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HIGH VOLTAGE TRANS>ISSION

1956 Line Rebuilding 

(Millwood to Sprain Bro. )

Date AUthorized by Board of Trustees 

Oriina Scheduled Service Date

Causes of Delay 

Present Status

August 27, 1968 

Spring 1970 

None to date

All requisile licenses, permits and approvals have bc.n accuirad.  
Construction was stcarted this sur,=Ler. The old line tas ta en, out 
of service on September 24, 1969 and tower reb ulding is un Crwzy.  

It is expected that this line will be in service as originally 
scheduled.
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- 'TGI VOLTAGE TIAN S1iSSION 

Southern Tier Irn trconn, cion 

(Ramapo to Vicinity of Coo::Cyrs Corners)

Date Authorized by Board of Trustees 

Ori.-inal Scheduled Service Date

Causes of Delay 

Present -Status

. -. .... ...

January 23, 1969 

January 1, 1971 

None to date

Discussions, on an informal basis, have been held with all 
regulatory agencies having jurisdiction, including thie 
Pub.ic Service ConissionL the Planning Departments of 

Orange and Roc' land Counties, and the zoning and pla -ing 
'Doards of the eleven affected municipalities in Orange- and 
Rockland Counties.  

Right-of-way options are being acquired. Whena - or por

tion of the right-o-,way in any muncipality -as been ob
a,,aod formal applicacion for required permits and rran

chises will be made.  

_t is expected that the scheduled service date will be met.
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CAPACITY PURCHASE COI4IITIi2NTS 

Rochester Gas and Electric Corp. - Robert E. Ginna Nuclear Plant

Date of Co::-:itmcnt

Ca )acity Or .ginally Committed

RCductions in Co-Ditted Capacity 

RP-aso:;s for RCductions in 
c..::...tcd C yPacity 

Or i,, nal Sch>eduicd Date of Availability

CorirLitment presently oral; formal agreement in preparation 

270 1W - from June 1, 1969 through October 25, 1969 
270 1,4W - from April 26, 1970 through October 24, 1970 
270 MW - from April 25, 1971 through October 30, 1971 

No capacity was made available in 1969.

See "Causes of Delay".

June 1, 1969

Ceuscs of.1D .y The principal cause of delay was a generally optimistic construccion 
schedule which the plant contractor was unable to meet. Othcr causes 
of delay included the contractor's inability to attract sufficient 
skilled labor, delays in shipment of component parts, and delays caused 

* by changes in AEC safety standards.  

270 MW of the Robert E. Ginna Plant Capacity are expected to be avail
able by summer 1970.

PresCnt Status



CAPA CiTY PURC jASE CO>D.I,:M3IIT, ,: . -

Lo n Isn 57 -iting Co. - No-h:ho-t No. 2 Unit

Dl "I u"ute o f o...i tmnt December 20, 1965 (letter of intent) 
April 26, 1968 (forrnal agreement)

On oncity Originally Committed

e uct ..ns on mttcd Ca o.c ity 

s .for Reductions in 
Cor~i- t edq Capoit 

.r. n. Sche c.uIed Date of Availability 

Causes of Delay

Present Status

250 'W - for the period june .1, 1968 through Nay 31, 1969 
150 MW - for the period June 1, 1969 through October 25, 1969 

250 -, were made available for the period June 1, 1968 through :v-l " 
On February 3, 1969, the 150 7,7 comitted for the period June 1, 1969 
tarough October 25, 1969.were reduced to 100 NW, This commitment ws 

further reduced to 95 .. , on July 17, 1969, and to 78 N. on August 25, 1969.  

Unforeseen increase in LILCO's own capacity requirements.  

June 1, 1968

None

78 NWT are expected to be available until termination of the comitmenc on 
October 25, 1969.
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CAPACITY PURCHASECO , N-"" 7; 

Orange and Tockano Lovett No 5 Uni

September 29, 1966 (letter of intent) 
ah ,19 (formal. agrement) March 20', 10,6 C .. ""

Ca~cC1-ty 0riginally Coam;mitted

:<eductions in Committed Capacity

,.on R.uc tions in 
C....e Ca pacityX 

Or -.. inel Scheduled Date of Availablity

195 N- from-.Aril' 27, -1969 tnrouhh October 25, 1969 
155 1W - from October 26,, 1969 through April 25, .970 

75 ,. - from April 26, 1970 through Octor- 24, 1970 

The orginal letter of intent provided for 195 L> through October 25 

1969 which was redCuced under the terms of the subsceq-"u?: formal. egr 
Mer, to 100 throuh October 25, 1969. OnA 27, 1 , SI: 
were made available until july 17, 1969 wh en capacity comi f 

period through October 25, 1969 was further reduced to 121 "W 

Unforeseen increase in Orange and Rockland's own capacity requirements.

Summer 1969

NoneCa use of Delay 

Present Status 121 NW! are oresently available through October 25, 1969. 100 30 are 
pected to be available for the period commencing October 26, 1969 rough 
April 25, 1970. However, the 75 MW called for by the agreement. * : .  

expected to be available from April 26, 1970 through October 24, 1970 
because of unforeseen load growth on the Orange and Ri.czd s y sm,.

Date of Comfitment
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CA-PA C TY PURCH S E C 0r2.-T>.NT

New England ?o-.r Co. - Bra'ton Point o. 3 Unit

Date of Cornmitmen.t May 15. 1967 (letter of intcne) 
April 10, 1969 (formal agreement)

C aCitv Ori n-.ina l. Committed 

Pdoonin Committed Capacity 

--s o r f Reo cdutions in 
S - he l ty 

O'i-n- ScheduedDate of Availabiliy

* 250 M, - from date of commercial operation through Ocoer 2, -1959 
175 1,1 - from Oc ober 26, 1969 through April 25, 1970 
1 00 M, from April 26, 1970 through October 24, 1970 

238 Mq became available on July 29, 1969.  

- This new unit has not yet reached its full operating capabiit-y, 
but is e:pected to do so by October 30, 1969.  

" Summer 1969

Causes of Delay 

P-r sent Status

.Startup difficulties were experienced.  

.Brayton Point Unit No. 3 went into service on jou1y 29, 19 91 at 
wi tmI b ecame available. After October 30, 1969 
S. committed capacity is expected to be available for the remainder 
of the commitment period.
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) AACITY 1 URC:ISE CO"IT

New York State Electric and Gas CorQ. - Noner City Unit No. 1

Dat-'_e ox omiEn • March 25, 1969

Ca acitv .Origins!v Committed 

Reductions in Committed Capacity 

Reasons for Redu cions i 
Col: vitcd Caacity 

riinai Scheduled Date of Ava-la I ity

200 N1W - from date of- commercial operation of Homer City Unit No, 
through October 25, 1969 

None

Su:,mmer. 1969

C.:auses of Delay 

rescnt StatUs

Delays were caused by startup problems and furnace fouling of 
Homer City. Unit No. 1.  

Homer City Unit No 1 went into service on July 31, 19 9 a which 

time 200 MI.,, of committed capacity were made available and are ex

pected to. remain available through October 25, 1969.



,., 1 1,,9

CAA:T P Y 2 C J'RC- Q ASC ,,,QE 2TC:,.  

New York State .,lec .r. c and Ca Corp. - Cio 
,'L.. ._ ~ - HIo-.,,-2 r Cit ,it 11 o 1

September 1969 (oral)

Capa&city Originallv Committed 

in C,,!u ted Capacitvy

150 1W - from April 26, 1970 through October 24, 1970

None

Co" o -e d C a t

Oi;<nal Scheduled Date of Availab:ility

Causs -of Delay 

P-esn Stus

April 26, 1970 

None to date

*Homer City Unit No. 2 is scheduled to be in servce late ,939, 
and 150 W.7 are expected to be available on April 26, 1970.

Datc o: Co mit-ent
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JOI-lNT .4CENER ,AT iNC 1\",..-PT Ai l'NT CON1"STRUCTION

Ros ston Ceinc-a§n' St:on

c.te euho.i.ed b" Bo rd of , ustes 

Date of Areement with Joint Owne.s 

Datcs of F a17 , or Eui-mecnt Orders ad 
:a.0s 'aO- Contractors

C -a;c i ty

Scheduled Service Dates

Ca.uses of Delay 

Present Status

September 24, 196

October 31, 1968 - Niagara Mohawk and Central Iudson 

August 30, 1968 - General Electric (turbine generator) 
August 30, 1968 - Combustion Engineering, Inc. (steam generator)

1200 M (two 600 ITN units)  
Con Edison initially will participate for 40% of the capacity -- 480 "-.  
Con Edison's share will be reduced to 360 ,, on the later of May 1, 1977 
or four years after conmencement of commercial operation- of Unit No. 2 
of the plant, and is subject to further reductions at later dates.  

Unit No. 1 - Fall 1972 (600 W) 
Unit No. 2 - Spring 1973 (600 ,IX, for a total of 1200 MW) 

None to date 
Bui-i- o, n arc2, 19 

Building permits were granted by the Town of N e wbur o - 26 1 
Approval of preliminary site development work (grading and existing structure 

ition) was granted by the udson River Valley Commission on February 16 
1969. The hudson River Valley Commission approved plant construction on 
14ay 2, 1969 but such approval is subja=-t.tLo-c-mplianeC with requIrem... L 
other State agencies and to architectural review. The Federal Aviacion Agency 
approved stack construction on June 23, 1969.  

Applications for approval of construction of river front facilities an6 r c-
ing were filed with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and t'c New York State 
Conservation Department Water Resources Comnission on June .23, 1969, and t"s 
expected that approvals will be granted by the latter part of October 1969.
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.-cs.nt Status (Continued) An appl.cation for the consutruc-ion and o-eration of a sewae treajmen' 
plant was filed wit'h the New Yo r1. State Department of Health on Miarch 5, 
1969. A construction perm-:it was granted on July 25, 19139, but: opera:n-; 
aproval I not be granted untuni constru.c ion is col iplete. T he -i-ht 

to use underwater property .s presently undcr review by the New York State 
Commissioner of General Services.  

Permits will also be required from the New York State Department of Health 
relative to liquid waste disposal, atmospheric discharge, thermal disc .r-e
and river front facilities.  

Construction of the Roseton Generating Station is on schedule, as are eng'.n
eering and design. Plant excavation is complete and foundation construction 
underway. It is expected. that the scheducd service dates of each uni w11z 
be met.

.0..

-6

I" . .. .

a
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JOINT G.,.:AT ING PL.T CONSTRUCTION 

Bowline Pont Gencratin Station

Dc te ^, .u... z :] dby Board of Trustees 

Date of Ac-r.c. t wi.h Joint O:..ner 

or E qu" p ee 0ren-ca 

Dat- s -, of n.a r.-oOrders and 
",u.2sof Contractors

cf.e - S ervice Date

Causes of Delay 

Pre Se nt St- t us

August 26, 1969 

May 19, 1969 (letter of intent wi-h. Cang- and Rockland) 

October 10, 1969 (formal agreement) 

.arch 24, 1969 - General Electric (turbina generator) 
March 28, 1969 - Combustion Engineering, nc.. (steam generator) 

600 P- 
Con Edison's participation is two-thirds of the capacity -- 400 ,.

July .1, 1972

Site preparation is one month behind the engineer-architects' construe

tion sched ule pending approval by the 'udson River Valley Comoission of 

preliminary site preparation work which;includes grading, warehouse and 

shopbuilding construction ,main plant foundation piling and pile cap wor.  

Building permits for temporary buildings were obtained from the Town of 
Halaverstraw on September 16, 1969..  

On September 12, 1969, application was made to the iIuHson River Valley 

Commission for approval of plant construction and for preliminary ap.Po,v

al of site preparation work. This application is pending.  

Approval of stack construction must be obtained from the Federal Aviation 

Agency. Approval of construction of river front facilities and dred-,-n, 

must also be obtainedfrom the U. : Army Corps of Engineers and the Few 
York State Conservation Department Water Resources Commission. Permits 

wo t ealth. relative wil! also be required from the New York State Department Of Helt reL"v
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Prcs -tL Status (Continued) to liquid waste disposal, atmospheric discharge, thermal d{chxrge 
and river front facilities.  
Engineering and design are on schedule. In view of the vew. t2ight 

schedule, this Capacity is not included in the Company's plns for 
the summer of 1972,'.
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AS TO OTHURP\ PIANNED FACILITIES

In addition to the facilities, previously described in this exhibit, the testimony refc.rs 

to Con Edison's plans for an oil-fired plant of 1200 - 1600 'M, at Astoria, a nuclear plant -(Nuclar 4) 

a t Vr.pianck, New York of 1115 MW, and to the addition of gas turbine capacity of about 1660 MU.  

It was not deemed necessary to refer to these facilities in detail herein. The Astor4a plan,.  

which is plannedfor availability in 197Z, is -in the early planning stages.  

The fabrication and construction of the additional gas turbine capacity, in' the approximate 

amount of 1060 MW in 1970 and an additional 600 MW in 1971, is on schedule.  

Nuclear 4 is planned for completion in 1976. The proceeding for a construction permit ',,as on.y 

initiatcd on June 3, 1969. While we anticipate opposition froh intervenors, the proceeding is -.ot yet at 

a stagc where-the consequences of such opposition can be evaluated.

I
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APPENDIX I I

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COiMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.

-.
Delays and Related Problems 

with 

Generating Plant,; Construction, 

High Voltage T ransmission Facilities, 

Ca)acity Purchase Commitments, 

- and 

Joint Generating Plant Construct.ion

October 16, 1969


